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Lot
1274

Description
H

H

10:00 a.m., Lots 1266-1707

British Country Collections

1275 Hm

Great Britain
1266 Hm

1267 Hm

1268 m

1269

H

H

Seahorse Group Including Offices
Web
$800
Extensive o.g. group starting with #173-75, 176 (used),
179-81, 222-24 plus mint and used extras (different
printings, etc.) with perfins, and a nice range of Offices
abroad incl. Nauru set with color shades (6), fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,200
Mint and Used Accumulation,
Collections
$650
In 2 full banker boxes, incl. some classics used, modern with
booklets, on pages, stockpages with dupl. used, perfins,
presentation packs, 6 albums, stockbooks, or 3 ring binders
with used collection with #1-2 and with Ireland used,
Windsor album mint or used with mint 1960 to 1997
basically complete, mostly fine to very fine Est. $1,000/1,400
Used Collection
$500
Unassuming collection on Naribo pages in binder ranging
from 1841 to 1952, incl. #1, 42, 49 plate 4, 52, 55, 73, 94-5,
102-03, 105, 108-09, 111-22, 139-40, 178, O34-36,
O40-42, O54a etc., some scattered mint plus Offices,
slightly mixed condition, generally fine or better. Scott
$9,800 (Owner’s) ....................................... Est. $750/1,000
Royal Mail Products
$400
N.h., many hundreds from 1984 to 2009, about 170
commemorative Presentation Packs, a complete run of year
sets from 1984 until 2009, and about 80 mostly sealed
original packages of PHQ Cards, clean ......... Est. $700/900

1270 Hm) Mint and Used Collection With FDC’s
$350
Early issues used, balance mostly o.g. with later issues n.h. up
to 2008, mostly Victoria and QEII, also incl. 1950’s to 2008
addressed FDC’s and several Royal event omnibus
collections, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century
mostly fine to very fine .................................... Est. $550/750
1271 m

Used Classic Accumulation
$350
Many hundreds from #3 to 150 in stockbook, incl. many
sets of 1887-1892 issue, unchecked for cancels, fine. Scott
$35,000+ ...................................................... Est. $500/750

1272 Hm

1841 to 1971 Collection
$250
On album pages, mostly used to about 1934, then almost all
mint in mounts (may be n.h.), Officials very modest, earlies
in typical condition, otherwise fine to very fine. SG £14,600
....................................................................... Est. $400/600

1273

H

H

Channel Islands Collection in
Five Albums
$250
Mostly n.h. collection in five Davo hingeless albums, incl.
Alderney to 2009, Guernsey to 2007 and Jersey to 2006, no
Isle of Man, virtually complete, plus booklets, sheetlets and
varieties, generally very fine ........................... Est. $300/400

1276

H

HHm

1277 m

Start Bid

Channel Islands Mint Collection
$250
Mostly n.h. collection in a Scott album incl. Guernsey, Jersey
and Isle of Man mostly complete to about 1997 and group of
Alderney in glassines, clean lot, generally very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400
Collection 1840 to 1940
Web
$200
Collection on Scott pages with mint and used starting with
dupl. showing of 1840-41 1p black, 2p blue, 1p red brown,
etc., range of 1854-55 period, 1883 2/6 Victoria mint,
1887-92 Victoria mint set, 1902-11 Edward to 5/- mint and
used, etc., plus used odds and ends incl. small quantity of
plated penny reds on Windsor album pages, a useful lot with
the usual mixed condition .............................. Est. $300/400
Dealer’s Mint and Used Stock
$200
Mint in 1 red box incl. Machins, and used in 2½ red boxes, also
counter book of prestige booklets incl. 3 Wedgwood, also bit of
Channel Islands, generally fine to very fine ......... Est. $300/400
Basic Used Collection
$130
On Lighthouse pages, starting #1 (2), scattered after that to
1951 with mostly surface printings, v.g.-fine .. Est. $200/300

1278 Hm) Postage Dues Accumulation
$100
Mint, used and covers, incl. earlies slight dupl. mostly used,
SG#D69-74, 75-76, 5 covers with GB Due adhesives, plus
later cover, U.S. to Scotland with “More to Pay”, etc.,
interesting little group, fine to very fine .......... Est. $150/200
1279 Hm

Little Diverse Group
$100
Consists of 2 booklets incl. Wedgwood with rare single band
½d, Seahorses used 2/6-10/- early and later sets, and group
of 22 commercial overprints, fine to very fine .. Est. $150/200

1280

1848-1849 Rate to U.S. Cover Group
$90
Three incl. Sept 8, 1848 retaliatory rate, Dec. 27, 1849 restored
rate, and March 3, 1849 treaty rate, fine overall ..... Est. $150/180

)

1281 Hm) Eclectic Group
$50
O.g. #222, George V 1p shade study, few better early
cancels, 1862 cover, 1888 registered cover, 1934 Consular
Service Revenue document, etc., generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

Australia & States
1282

H

HHm

1283 m

Collection 1913 to 1940
Web $2,500
O.g., some never hinged / some hinged, Clean primarily
mint collection o.g. to n.h. with strong representation of all
the Kangaroo and George V periods (with lots of mint
duplicates), starting with nice range of first issue watermark
with color shades to 5/-, then solid George V issues with color
and die varieties, second watermark “Roos” to 2/- plus 5/used pair, and the same way to the end incl. a nice l.h. 5/Sidney bridge, please take a closer look as there are many
interesting items here with high total cat. value, fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $4,000/5,000
Australia & States Used Collection
Web
$650
In Scott album, incl. reasonable selection of States, “Roos”
with better cancels incl. 1/- paquebot, #41 with Honolulu
cancel, SG48a used, 1915-24 complete to 10/-, £1, complete
after that except #102 to 1992, mostly complete Dues,
BCOF and OHMS complete, over 120 mostly early perfins,
19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500
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1284 m

States Cancel and Shade Collection Web
$500
Many hundreds illustrated on pages in 2 binders, on manila
pages, emphasis in Victoria (1st album), some dupl., Dues
used, some cancels and SG# identified, occasional mint
Victoria with Postal Fiscals, some punched “OS”; second
with dupl. Queensland on stockpages, and South Australia
identified by cancels, needs close inspection, difficult group
to duplicate, generally fine to very fine ......... Est. $750/1,000

1285 Hm

Start Bid

Mint and Used Accumulation
Web
$400
In 4 binders, small stockbook and loose, most value in dupl.
used for the States (unchecked for better cancels), South
Australia on mounted pages, scattered used “Roos” and
later, 1940’s and later mint blocks of 4, etc., 19th Century
mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine, needs
inspection ...................................................... Est. $600/800

1286 H

Australia & Dependencies Collection
$400
Mostly mint collection from 1913 to 1996 in two Scott
Specialty albums, incl. 5/- Sydney Bridge VF used, #365-79
n.h., other definitive sets, Dependencies incl. A.A.T.,
Christmas Island, Cocos Islands, Norfolk Island and Papua
New Guinea, generally fine to very fine. Scott $3,900
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $500/750

1287 Hm

Australia & States Plus Dependencies Web
$200
Scott pages containing Australia with useful group used
Kangaroos, George V, etc., and States (nice Tasmania), plus
nice showing of New Guinea and N.W.P.I., worth a closer
look ............................................................... Est. $300/400

1288

Group of About 48 Covers
Web
$150
On pages and loose, strength in States with Victoria and
South Australia along with squared circle cancels, stationery
used, etc., fine overall ..................................... Est. $250/350

)

1289 Hm

1290

H

H

Modern Face Lot
$140
N.h., consisting of 1980’s presentation packs, few mint on
#102 cards, and on stockpages (1980s-90’s) period, clean
....................................................................... Est. $200/300
Bahamas Collection 1859-1934
Web
$800
O.g. or without gum, Clean mint lot starting with nice range
of early issues with color shades, then complete sets starting
with #27-32, 37-43, 49-56 (2 sets with color shades), 70-84,
plus two complete ‘Specimen’ sets, please inspect, fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,000/1,200

H

Bahamas George VI Specialized Mint
Group
Web
$350
Extensive collection with many n.h items incl. different
printings, color shades, cylinder blocks, full panes of 60 stamps
(x8) and complete 1938 Specimen set (cat. £600), very useful
lot of this popular area, fine to very fine ............. Est. $500/750

HH

Lot
1295

Description
H

HH

1296 Hm

1293 Hm

Bahamas Mint and Used Classics
Web
$130
50+ unused and used with slight dupl., few questionable,
high cat., usual condition. Scott #1/24 ........... Est. $200/300

1294 H

Barbados Mint Collection 1892-1947 Web
$600
O.g., Nice range of o.g. complete sets starting with #70-80,
81-89 (plus some bluish papers), 116-26, etc., plus 5 complete
Specimen sets, please inspect, fine to very fine .. Est. $800/1,000

Start Bid

Bermuda Mint Collection to 1998
Web
$200
In Battle Green album, earlier o.g. with a few used, n.h. from
1935, fairly complete from 1946 except 1991-1993, incl.
some booklets but no key plates, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400
Burma 1850 to 1947 Collection
$350
On pages, incl. Regular issues, Officials, Airs, Japanese
Occupation, few covers, India used in Burma, etc., inventory
included, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $500/750

Canada & Provinces
1297

H

1298

)

HH

1299 Hm

Small Mint and Used Accumulation
$150
10 better items incl. used #11, 54, 127, mint Kangaroos, and
Western Australia used #1, mostly fine ......... Est. $200/300

1291 H

1292
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1852 to 1980 Collection
Web $3,000
Clean mounted collection in Scott Specialty album with nice
used to 1880, then solid run of o.g. and n.h. from 1897 to the
end incl. #50-60, 66-73, 74-84, 89-95, 96-103, etc. with all
complete sets onward, plus a nice group of early booklet
panes and complete showing of Back-of-Book materials
(Officials, Postage Dues, registration, etc.), a nice collection
with high cat. value, please take a look, few 19th Century
faults, generally fine to very fine ............... Est. $4,000/5,000
Large Early Flight Collection
Web $2,500
1100 mostly cacheted, incl. semi-official, special and
governmental flight and stages, about 35 Newfoundland,
most identified by AAMC numbers, in 2 binders and 5
slipcased cover albums, of special note are two Pioneer flight
covers, a 1919 Aero Club of Canada flight, Toronto-N.Y.
race (AAMC #20), and two 1924 Estevan-Winnipeg
covers (AAMC 34), one with special stamp, other signed,
very nice group, mostly very fine .............. Est. $4,000/5,000
Mint and Used 1851 to 1969
$1,500
O.g. or without gum, Substantial collection in Schaubek
album starting with used #4, 7, 8 (appear to be sound), range
of used to 1889, 50-60 o.g., 71-73 unused, and fairly solid
run for the period with most better items throughout incl.
nice Officials, Dues, etc., usual mixed condition on the
earlier materials. Scott $18,000+ (Owner’s)
................................................................. Est. $2,500/3,000

1300

H

HHm

Dealer’s Mint and Used Stock
$900
Mint in 4 red boxes, used in 5 red boxes, plate blocks in 10
counter books, booklets in 6 counter books, mostly 20th
Century to about 2006, while most of value is in postage,
there are some better modern Unitrade listed varieties and
some value in pre-QEII and Back-of-book, earlies in mixed
condition, otherwise fine to very fine ......... Est. $1,500/2,000

1301

H

HHm

Mint and Used Collection to 1992
Web
$800
In mounts in 3 White Ace albums, mostly used to about
1948, then mostly mint, starts with #14-15 and then virtually
complete from 17 incl. Back-of-Book, incl. very light cancels
on 61 and 63-65 (61 corner crease, 63 removed inclusion,
64-65 sound), Bluenose n.h., earlies mixed condition, then
generally f.-v.f. or better ........................... Est. $1,300/1,600

1302 Hm

Mint and Used Accumulation
$800
19th & 20th Century in stockbook, incl. large and small
Queens, used Jubilees to 50¢ value, 1920s-30s Pictorials to
$1, mint and used blocks and plate blocks, some nice booklet
panes, Revenues etc., huge cat. value, some dupl., condition
varies, generally fine to very fine ............... Est. $1,200/1,600
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1303 Hm

Large Mint and Used Accumulation
$750
Mostly late 19th Century to fairly recent, in 3 boxes, in
stockbooks, on #102 cards, on stockpages, etc., interesting
material scattered throughout incl. perfins, mint and used
study of the papers of the 1967-1973, 1973-76 Definitives
and the 1972-77 Landscape issues, cancels of the small
Queens and later, Newfoundland, collection of small
Queens, modern mint, numerous mostly used on manila
stockpages, scattered Revenues, Admiral cancel study, some
used dupl., used packets, etc., inspect .......... Est. $750/1,000

1304

)

1305 H

1306

1307

H

H

HHm

HHm

1308 Hm

1309 Hm

1310 H

Start Bid

Quebec Province Better
Stampless Group
Web
$700
9 better, with few on illustrated pages, consists of 1794 Nov.
9 Bishop; 1815 Quebec Ship Letter; 1818 ship letter; 1821
Fleuron; 1831 Fleuron; 1835 Quebec ship letter; 1842
steamboat letter; 1858 registered; and 1864 Quebec City,
overall very clean group and scarce, ex 9 lots from 2013 H/S
auction ...................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500
Collector’s Intact Collection
Web
$650
Mostly o.g. small selection on pages, consists of #1 used
(cert), 9 used (cert), balance mint #66-73, 74-84, 89-95,
104-122, fresh, mostly fine or better ......... Est. $1,000/1,500
Mint and Used Collection
$650
In 3 albums, 1st basic collection used to 1970’s with few
Provinces, 2 hingeless Lighthouse with scattered early mint
mostly Admirals on n.h., 1960’s to 1980’s virtually complete,
incl. tagged before #611, booklets, etc., fine to very fine.
Scott $9,000+ (Owner’s) ........................ Est. $1,000/1,300
Collection in Scott Album
$550
Many hundreds mint and used from 1870 to 1997, mostly
mint from 1932 later issues n.h., better items incl. used
#46-47, 96-103, 84, 95, mint 50-60, 149-159, plus some
Back-of-Book incl. Officials and few Newfoundland,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $700/800
Intact Mint and Used Collection
Web
$500
In 2 albums to 1980, 1st starting with “Cents” issue, small
Queens on reasonably complete mostly used to around 1940,
mostly mint after that, also back of the book with few
Revenues, scattered Provinces mostly mint, etc., 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $750/1,000
Provinces Collection
$450
Mint and used on Lighthouse hingeless pages with some
P.E.I., New Brunswick (#6-11), Nova Scotia 1-2 used
(mixed condition), and useful range of Newfoundland with
good representation of early classics through 1890’s, and
commemoratives from then on incl. many better complete
sets (87-97, 104-14, etc.) plus Airmails C6-8, C13-17 and
many dupl. on loose pages, overall a nice clean lot, fine
....................................................................... Est. $700/900
All Mint Accumulation
$400
19th & 20th Century mint assortment in stockbook, incl.
Jubilees, Numeral and Maple Leaf Queen Victorias incl.
20¢ value, Bluenose, $1 Mount Cavell, Airmail, some
Newfoundland etc., clean and fresh group, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $700/900
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1311 m

Mostly Used Collection
Web
$400
Starting #4, with #7, large Queens to 15c, small Queens
with shades, Jubilees and later complete to 1953, back of the
book virtually complete, Provinces represented with few
mint, P.E.I. all mint, high cat., 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1312 Hm

Mint and Used Collection and Stock
$400
On Scott pages and #102B cards, most of value in classic
period, incl. some Newfoundland, condition varies on
earlier, high cat. ............................................. Est. $600/800

1313 Hm

Canada and Newfoundland Mint
and Used Group
Web
$375
O.g. or without gum, Collection on Scott pages with typical
range of used on the early issues then better mint starting in
1930’s with #176-77, 217-27, E1-8, etc. and a nice range of
mint Provinces o.g or unused with New Brunswick 6-11 (#7
used), solid Newfoundland incl. 15A//23, 24//31, 32//36,
41//59, 61-74, 115-26, 145-59, 172-82, 212-25, C6-8, C9-11,
etc., a nice collection please inspect, fine ........... Est. $600/800

1314

H

HHm

Start Bid

Collection in Scott Album
$300
Few hundred from 1859 to 1979, early issues used, mostly
mint from 1934 on with some n.h., better items incl. used
#128-129, mint 58, 60, and 120, plus some Back-of-Book
and Newfoundland, fine or better .................. Est. $400/500

1315 m)

Mostly Street and Sub P.O. Cancels Web
$200
Many hundreds on stockpages and few mounted, mostly 3c
small Queens and later, few strips, some identified, around
37 covers or postcards, etc., interesting lot that took some
time to assemble, inspect, fine to very fine usage
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1316

)

Select Cover Group
$200
Over 100 from stampless to Admiral issues (high %) with
War Tax usages, also earlier squared circle cancel usages,
Admiral postal cards, mint, preprinted, and used, Railroad
related, small Queens usages, etc., fine overall Est. $300/400

1317 m

Precancel Collection, Accumulation Web
$200
Many hundreds, mostly Admirals incl. on illustrated pages
sorted by town, on stockcards mostly Admirals but few
earlier, and on hingeless pages, minor dupl., nice selection of
this popular area with occasional scarcer item, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1318

20th Century Mostly Commercial
Covers
$200
Hundreds in full banker box, from mostly small Queens to
1970’s period, incl. wad of 1951 OHMS Board of
Transportation, stationery with some mint, better cancels
incl. RPO, postcard usages, flights, saw no FDC’s, usual
condition ....................................................... Est. $300/400

)

1319 Hm

Small Mostly Used Accumulation
$200
About 50, majority used with some better o.g., incl. used #4,
mint #302 block of 4, F3 (unused), and Newfoundland
C12, worth a close look, mostly fine ................ Est. $300/400

1320

1930’s-60’s FDC’s, Commercial
$150
Few hundred mostly sorted to 1950’s, FDC’s start in 1930’s,
also few CAM’s, earlier covers back to 1800’s, earlier
stationery with usages, Admiral usages, Airmail, etc., mostly
clean group .................................................... Est. $250/350

)
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H

1322 m)

1323 m

Start Bid

1970’s Postage Group
$100
Run of singles, blocks and booklets incl. commemoratives
and definitives identified in envelopes, dupl., generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $200/300
Railway Collection
Web
$100
In three ring binder, mostly used early to mid 20th Century,
and 33 mostly picture postcards mint or used with Railway
related views, couple early ephemera pieces, attractive lot,
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $150/200
Small Queens Used Collection
Web
$100
Few hundred ½¢ to 3¢ on album pages, stockpages or #101
cards, many nice cancels incl. Way Letter, geometrics,
socked-on-the-nose, some pairs or larger, generally nice
colors, few 3¢ copper red, two o.g. 3¢, condition varies
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1324 Hm

Falkland Islands Accumulation
$220
1949 to 1980’s, mostly n.h., some used particularly in
Dependencies, some dupl. to 5 or more, generally fine to very
fine. SG £3,500+ .......................................... Est. $350/500

1325 H

Gambia Mint Classic Selection
to Edward VI
Web
$270
Incl. SG#2, 13, 17, 37-44, 45-56, full o.g., some shades,
clean, fine to very fine ..................................... Est. $400/600

1326

H

HH

1327 Hm

1328

H

H
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Hong Kong QEII Accumulation
$220
O.g or n.h. 1975 to 1999 on Lighthouse pages and n.h. 1996
to 2012 on Scott pages, some not yet mounted. also additional
mint and used 1953 to 1989 on Scott pages, incl. souvenir
sheets, some booklets, Framas and FDC’s, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $350/500
India & States Mint and Used Collection
$400
On pages, incl. SG#2, 3, 8, 12, 16, 31, 35,36, 37 mint, 39
mint, 421, 44 mint, 46, 48 red cancel, 51-60, 62,63, 65, 68,
69-71 mint, 73-82 mint, 84-94 mint, 96-97 mint, 99-106,
101 with red cancel, 107, 108, 109-118, 123-128 mint (plus
color variations 123, 124, 125, 126, 128, 129, 130, 131, 134,
136), 140-144 mint, 146 plus color variation, 154 mint,
154b-157 mint, 160 mint, 161, 162, 163-178 mint, 180-184
mint, 184 mint color variation, 185 n.h., 187a-187b mint,
197-198 mint, 199 n.h., 192-199 mint, 204-208 mint,
208-217 mint, 218 mint blue center, 218 mint aquamarine
center, 220-235 mint, 236, 236b, 236b mint, 237-246 mint,
some condition issues, generally fine .............. Est. $500/750
India 1947-1954 Government Issue
Souvenir Album
Web
$150
Issued by Indian Posts and telegraphs Dept., incl. Gandhi
set n.h., fine to very fine .................................. Est. $250/350

Lot

Description

1330 H

Collection 1922 to 1998
$950
Attractive and clean mint collection in mounts in three White
Ace albums, incl. #12-14, 36, 37, 44-58, 77-79, 96-98, and
93-95 used, also later souvenir sheets, booklet panes and
booklets, generally fine to very fine or better
................................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1331 H

1922-35 Seahorse Group
Web
$600
O.g., Nice run of complete o.g. sets starting with #12-14 to
93-95, except 36-38 but #37 is here, fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1332 m)

Collector’s Intact Postal History
Web
$400
Few hundred covers/used on pieces consisting of separate
volumes of town cancels, postal history (the best and most
value in 19th Century) starting with considerable stampless
period, and album of triangular cancels, the two binders of
town cancels and triangular cancels plus stockbook of slogan
cancels are quite specialized in nature, covers incl. about 27
Airmail items of various kinds, and 50+ Paquebot and
Maritime covers with some better items included, all better
identified and apparently bought on an individual basis at
auction, etc., needs close inspection, owner paid around 2400
in $ or € or £ .................................................... Est. $600/800

1333 BHH

Booklets and Mint Booklet Panes
Web
$350
N.h., on stockpages to 2001, couple hundred incl. 8 booklets
and one pane with value over €1300 per Hibernian (with SG
#SB7 - cat. from £750), and $400 per Scott, next few pages
have individual panes with Scott cat. $1200+ (Hibernian
#HP3, 5, 9, 9i, etc.), most listed and identified by Hibernian
catalog ............................................................ Est. $500/750

1334

H

1335

)

3 Zeppelin Flights
Web
$350
Consisting of 1932 3rd and 5th South America flights, and
1934 11th South America flight, very fine ...... Est. $500/750

1336 m

G.B. Used in Ireland Collection
Web
$350
44 singles and 4 covers mounted and described on pages, all
identified by “K” (David Feldman) numbers, incl. #K3
1841 red brown imperf block of 10 with Cavan cancel,
183-80 issue to 6d usages, SG #212 (K107) £1 with Dublin
cancel, #134 (K46) with Dublin cancel, usual condition
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

H

1337

H

1338

)

H

Ireland
1329

H

HH

1922 to 2001 Mint Collection
Web $1,000
In 4 White Ace albums, n.h. to o.g. (earlier period) and
virtually complete with a few varieties incl. first issue inverts,
incl. all Seahorses, many varieties incl. Hibernian listed, coil
singles and pairs, occasional gum toning issue, two sets of
#93-95, watermark varieties, Dues with watermark varieties
incl. first issue, not your normal collection, mostly fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

Start Bid

Mint Gutter Pairs
Web
$350
Couple hundred mostly n.h. in two albums to 1997 mounted,
mostly complete incl. scarce #HB T11a, occasional block of
4, overall very fine, most listed and identified by Hibernian
catalog . Scott $2,600 + (just for adhesives) .... Est. $500/700

Specialized Mint Coil Collection
Web
$250
Mostly n.h. to 2000 mounted on pages incl. coil leaders,
ends, joins, etc., incl. from the very early coils (vert. and
horiz. feeds) up to the recent self-adhesive coils, with many
unusual, incl. #TL1, rarely seen collection, overall very fine,
many listed and identified by Hibernian catalog .... Est. $400/600
Postal Stationery Usages
$150
Mint and used postal cards, envelopes, airletters, and
specialized group of registered envelopes, about 170-180
pieces mostly identified by “EU” and other numbers incl.
Michel, with #EU1C at £135 plus many scarce pieces,
unusual opportunity for the stationery collector, fine to very
fine, owner paid around $ or € or £ total of 1000 for the group
....................................................................... Est. $250/350
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1339 m

Malaya and Straits Settlements Stock
$600
Incl. States and Malaysia, in 3 stockbooks plus album pages,
mostly used but scattering of mint, light to moderate dupl.,
values to £50+, high total cat. value, some mixed condition
on the earlies, otherwise fine to very fine ... Est. $1,000/1,250

New Zealand
1340

H

HH

1341 m

1342 H

1343

H

HH

1344 Hm

1345 H

Mint Collection
$1,500
Handsome well collected virtually all mint collection in
mounts in three Scott Specialty albums and stockbook
ranging from 1936 to 2014 with high degree of completion,
also a few items from 1882 to 1935 incl. #165-70 used,
features mint 203-16, 288-301, semi-postals complete with
souvenir sheets, C4-8 plus Ross Dependency complete
1957-2013, most all modern issues included, much n.h.
throughout, high cat. value, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $2,000/2,500
New Zealand & Dependencies
Used Collection
Web
$650
In Scott album to 1970’s, incl. New Zealand with Chalon
Heads, 1874 to 1994 virtually complete, Postal Fiscals with
#AR1-15, Barefoot #332, 338, Semis complete to 1987,
Dues with 1899 set complete except 8d, decent Officials,
Life Insurance, New Guinea up to £1 used, Airs 1932-34 set
complete, C44, early Norfolk complete, N.W.P.I., etc., 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,000/1,500
Collection 1864 to 1994
$600
Mostly mint collection in a Scott Specialty album, good early
used with nice group of Chalon Heads, also #60, 98, 120,
122-25 etc., fairly complete mint thereafter incl.
semi-postals, souvenir sheets, Airmail, Postage Due,
Officials, etc., worth review, generally fine to very fine. Scott
$6,000+ (Owner’s) .................................... Est. $750/1,000
20th Century Mint Stock
$550
Sets and singles (cat. $6712) in red box to 1988 incl.
Back-of-Book with dupl up to about 6, mix of o.g. and n.h.
before QEII then appears all n.h., just a few used, also
souvenir sheets (cat. $4300) with some heavier dupl.,
generally fine to very fine. Scott $11,000 (Owner’s)
.................................................................... Est. $900/1,200
Mint and Used Group to 1940
Web
$220
O.g. and used, Album with mint and used starting with
mainly used early materials with dupl. then better mint items
from about 1920’s onward incl. #165-70 (x2), 182 (x2), 183
(x3), 185-98, 203-16 (these 2 sets with perf varieties), B3-4,
etc. plus useful group of mint/used Officials and Postage
Dues .............................................................. Est. $350/450
Collector’s Mint Balance
$140
Consist of #8 mint (Odenweller cert), #362 with trace of
colors, O9 mint with small tear, AR25, AR17 mint, and 108c
mint, generally fine to very fine ....................... Est. $200/300
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1347 H

Papua New Guinea 1901
to 1934 Issues
Web
$400
Clean and fresh collection of mostly mint on Scott pages with
nice showing of the Lakatois (with dupl.) starting with #1-7
(x2), 11-18, 19-26, 28-31, 34-40, etc. incl. Airmails and
Officials, fine to very fine ............................... Est. $600/800

1348 Hm

Lakatoi Oldtime Accumulation
Web
$350
Mint, used on very old pages, with perf “OS”, minor
varieties (identified), couple of OHMS covers, shades, some
with SON cancels and smaller towns, SG#O51 mint block
of 4, mint pairs, some mint dups. incl. SG#84 used block of
32, and 2 mint blocks of 40 (shades), some mint with toning
issues, very interesting oldtime lot that needs inspection
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1349 Hm

Small Lakatoi Group
Web
$140
34 mint, used, and multiples, incl. “OS” overprints used,
mint strips and blocks, attractive SON cancels, mostly
identified incl. with SG numbers, varieties, very attractive
group, overall very fine ................................... Est. $200/250

1350 H

Mint Group of 15, SG #4/105
Web
$140
L.h. to o.g., fresh, possible varieties, fine to very fine. Scott
#4/73 ............................................................ Est. $200/250

H

Rhodesia Admirals Mint
$130
Singles, blocks of 4, blocks n.h., singles o.g., consisting of
SG#187, 206, blocks of 4, 236, 276, 307 singles, fresh, fine
to very fine. SG £645 + (hinged) ................... Est. $200/250

1351

HH r

Start Bid

1352 H

Sierra Leone 1896, QV, £1, 1905,
KEVII, £1, SG #53, 98
Web
$140
Very l.h., choice very fine. Scott #46, 89 $625. SG £625
...................................................................... Est. $200/250

1353 m

Sudan Used Collection
$60
Few hundred on handmade pages, 1897 to 1960’s, incl.
Back-of-Book, unchecked for cancels, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $100/150

1354 H

Tonga Mint Collection 1886-1942 Web
$350
O.g. or without gum, Virtually complete run of mint sets on
Scott pages incl. Officials, seldom seen nice fresh collection
from this area, fine to very fine ........................ Est. $600/800

1355 Hm

Uganda 1895-96 Millar Issue Group Web
$300
Ungummed, group of 4 mint and 1 used with mixed
condition as usual, with 3 having RPS certs (SG 5, 26, 47 all
mint cat £3500), v.g.-fine ............................... Est. $500/600

1356

Zanzibar 1920’s Cover Group
Web
$500
54 of Khalifa bin Harub adhesive usages, all to “Barr Rubber
Products Co.” in Sandusky, Ohio, few with Zanzibar agent
letterheads, mostly 1920’s period, few early 1930’s, some
mixed condition, Barr Rubber Products began in Lorain, Ohio
in 1920, with Nelt Barr serving as the company’s president. In
1923, the company moved its operation to Sandusky
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

)

Papua
1346 m

Papua New Guinea Virtually
Complete Used
Web
$550
On Scott pages, missing only #11, 15, 35, 39, 65, etc. to
1991, scattered after that to 1993, some nice readable cancels,
most Airs and Dues, few punched “OH” copies, attractive
collection, fine to very fine lot ...................... Est. $750/1,000

"Web" indicates that image(s) will be found on our website,
www.harmershau.com.
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Commonwealth Collections
1357 Hm

1358

1359

H

H

HH

HHm

Powerful Mint Collection
Web $12,000
Primarily 20th Century o.g. in 16 volumes with almost all
areas represented, strong in complete sets of Edward VII,
George V & VI and early QEII periods with sets all the way to
$1000+ incl. Aden #1-12, Antigua 42-57, 67-76, Barbados
70-108, Basutoland 1-10, Bechuanaland 105-16, British
Guiana 160-70, 178-89, 205-22, Brunei 13-38, Cameroon
53-65, Cayman 32-44, 50-68, 85-96, Cyprus 89-108 &
114-23, Gambia 70-120, Gold Coast 69-80 (2), Hong Kong
154-66A, K.U.T. 18-37, 46-59, exceptional Malta section,
Nauru 17-30, very strong Newfoundland, St Helena 79-93,
101-10, St Kitts 1-21, Sarawak 8-21, 36-47, 50-70, St Vincent
104-31, Seychelles 63-114 & 125-48, Sierra Leone 103-19 &
123-37 and Zanzibar 38-52, 79-93 and used 156-75, an
excellent lot with high cat. value seldom offered intact, bit
musty odor, generally fine to very fine ..... Est. $15,000/18,000
Better Mint Stock
Web $2,300
N.h. to o.g. on stockcards, mostly sets, priced and identified
in alpha order, cat. mostly $100-500 range but few higher,
incl. Antigua, Cyprus, Seychelles, etc., all earlier better
period, clean lot, ready for retail, fine to very fine. 2018 Scott
$13,200 ................................................... Est. $2,500/2,800
Large Accumulation
$2,000
Mint and used sets and singles in 5 bankers boxes, mostly in
remaindered albums or stockbooks, some in sales cards and
glassines, wide range of countries, but little G.B., noted some
Gibbons listed varieties, very high cat. value, a couple of
stockbooks in very mixed condition, otherwise generally
f.-v.f. ....................................................... Est. $3,500/4,500

1360 Hm

Accumulation of Collections
$1,500
O.g., in 5 albums and 15 binders or stockbooks and about 20
mini-country collections, mostly used 20th Century, but
some mint and some classics, larger showings incl. India and
Cyprus, fine or better ............................... Est. $2,500/3,500

1361 H

Clean Early 20th Century Mint Sets Web $1,300
L.h. to o.g., mostly €1 incl. red values, incl. Fiji #69, 78, 91
(2), 91a, Trinidad & Tobago #20 n.h., Samoa 195/202,
Dominica 85, St. Vincent 89, N.Z. 46-59, Niue, etc., mostly
very fine ................................................... Est. $2,000/2,500

1362 H

1363 Hm

August 4, 2019

Fourth Session

G.B. Offices & Colonies Mostly Mint Web $1,000
O.g., nice range of Offices Abroad incl. better mint Morocco
and Turkey with many Seahorses, then a very clean solid
collection of different Colonies with good items throughout
incl. (all mint), Aden 1-12, Solomon 8-18, 28-41, Gilbert &
Ellice 1-7, J1-8, Kuwait 33 & C1-4, Palestine, Nauru 1-30
plus 17a-30a, useful Nepal complete sets, New Hebrides
1-6, 31, 50-61, J1-10, Niue 30-34 with perf vars., nice run of
Tonga & Samoa, etc., please take a look as there are other
better items .............................................. Est. $1,500/2,500
British Guiana and British Honduras
$850
Mint and used collection ranging from 1860 to 1976 in a
Scott Specialty album, British Guiana mint incl. #61, 126,
128 and 171, used incl. 72-80, British Honduras mint incl.
48-51, 57, 62-71, 75-84, used incl. 11, 16, 17 and 104, also a
bit of Guyana and Belize, owner’s cat. not counting reprints
or dubious, generally fine to very fine. Scott $12,000+
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $1,000/1,500

Lot

Description

1364 Hm

4 Volume Collection
$500
Mint and used to 1970’s, 1 volume of G.B. (some classics
used) and Europe, 2nd Pacific plus Australian States, 3rd
Australia and Pacific, 4th America to 1950’s, most value in
1950’s and later but occasional better classics, 19th Century
mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1365

)

1935 Silver Jubilee Sets on Covers Web
$500
Nice collection of 52 covers with complete sets from this
popular area, need only 10 for completion (inventory
included), fine to very fine ........................... Est. $750/1,000

1366 H

Mint Accumulation
$500
Mostly mint 20th Century accumulation incl. KGVI and
QEII sets, part sets and singles on black stockcards and in
glassines, some Silver Wedding sets, Canada and
Newfoundland, 19th Century used, substantial cat. value,
potential here, generally fine to very fine ......... Est. $600/800

1367 H

America Collection
$400
Many hundreds in Scott album to 1962 mostly o.g. incl.
some definitive sets, better items incl. mint Newfoundland
#61-74, 78-85, fine to very fine ..................... Est. $500/600

1368 m

“Squared Circle Cancels” Collection Web
$350
Few hundred in 7 volumes and one medium envelope with
strength in Canada (3 volumes and envelope) starting with
small Queens to Victoria, all identified, also incl. New
Zealand with a few covers, also some extra copies on
stockpages, Asia, G.B., Cyprus, Jamaica, Zanzibar, few
covers scattered throughout, fine or better ...... Est. $500/750

1369

H

1370

)

HH)

Start Bid

South Africa and Related Areas
$350
4 volumes Lindner hingeless albums with o.g. to n.h. South
Africa starting with 1930’s-50’s se-tenant pairs to 5/- and
10/- values and South-West Africa with 1923-37 issues incl.
108-20 set and nice range of Airs, Postage Dues and
Officials (both countries to early 1990’s), Southern Rhodesia
with 18-30 set and Northern Rhodesia with 1-15, 25-35, etc.,
plus some Transvaal, and few covers, a useful lot with many
better items, fine to very fine ........................... Est. $500/750
1935 Silver Jubilee Commercial
Covers
Web
$350
Approx 100 mostly non-philatelic franked with various
Silver Jubilee stamps plus a group of about 30 South African
areas covers from George VI and QEII periods, fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

1371 Hm

Asia Remainder Collection
$300
In 2 Scott Specialty albums scattered to 1960’s, more used
than mint, also incl. some Israel, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1372 H

1935 Silver Jubilee Mint Collection
$300
Complete o.g. collection on stockpages incl. Egypt, fine to
very fine. Scott $1,680 .................................... Est. $500/600

1373 Hm

Aden to Zululand to 1935
$300
Scott International Part I album pages with countries usually
from beginning to 1935 Silver Jubilee, all are fresh with good
colors, however these pages do not have spaces for
everything, but are filled with very nice showing of the low to
mid-range items with occasional high values, please take a
close look., fine to very fine ............................. Est. $500/700
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Lot

Description

1374 Hm

Balance of Consignment
$300
Album pages and stockpages filled with mint and used with
many better mint such as Barbados 140-51, British Guiana
152-56, Brunei 13-37, Tasmania 86-93, Tonga 38-52 plus a
few Tin-can mail covers, strong Turks & Caicos 1-9, 13-70,
etc., plus other useful areas, worth a closer look, fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $500/700

1375

H

H

1376 Hm

1377 m

1378

H

HH

Start Bid

Oceania Collections
$300
Mostly n.h. in Seven Seas hingeless albums to 1993 or 1994,
Cocos Is. complete to 1984 then spotty, Christmas Is.
complete thru 1989 then spotty, Nauru complete 1935-1990,
spotty before and after, earlies o.g., Norfolk complete to
1994, Papua New Guinea complete 1952-1977 except #J6,
then spotty, o.g. thru 1971, Pitcairn virtually complete to
1993, also few AAT sets and modest used Australia, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $450/550
Eclectic Collection
Web
$300
On handmade pages, noted Silver Jubilees o.g. complete,
Canada #149-59 and 162-77 mostly o.g. (158 thin, 176
used), 5 Cape triangles mint or used, misc. other items,
condition varies ............................................. Est. $450/600
Asia Mostly Used Accumulation
Web
$300
Many hundreds from 1880’s Straits Settlements to recent,
dupl. Singapore on stockpages, strength in classic
Settlements and Brunei incl. few Japanese Occupation, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $400/600
1935 Silver Jubilee Unusual
Assortment
$250
O.g., some never hinged / some hinged, 9 ‘Specimen’ perfin
o.g. sets (SG cat. £1140), plus a specialized study of 49 G.B.
and Morocco Agencies of mostly n.h. cylinder or arrow
blocks of 6 or 4 and some used G.B. perfins, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/500

1379 m

1935 Silver Jubilee Used Collection
$250
Almost complete lot except for Egypt and South Africa, fine
to very fine. Scott $2,000 ................................ Est. $400/500

1380 m

Small Mostly Used Accumulation
$250
About 1000 on sales cards, majority used with a few o.g.
better items incl. used G.B. #1, 109, 175, Trinidad &
Tobago B1 on piece, mint Falkland Islands #48, New
Zealand #97, plus QV used issues from G.B., Cape of Good
Hope and Ceylon, fine or better ..................... Est. $300/400

1381

1382

1383

H

H

H

HHm

HHm

H

Two Collections
$200
British Africa mint and used 1856 to 1986 in 2 Scott
Specialty albums with blocks, stationery and covers, also used
collection to 1920’s on handmade pages that also incl. some
Foreign, generally fine to very fine ................. Est. $300/400
Mint and Used Group
$200
Accumulation in glassines incl. sets, singles, souvenir sheets,
a few booklets, much with topical appeal, also some 19th and
early 20th Century material incl. Penny Black and Egypt
first issue proofs etc., much n.h., good selection, worth
inspection ...................................................... Est. $300/400
Australia and B.A.T. Collection
$160
N.h. collection in mounts in a three-ring binder ranging from
1957 to 2011, AAT virtually complete for period, BAT
well-filled 1980 to 1994, very fine ................... Est. $200/300
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1384 Hm

Mint and Used Accumulation
$150
19th & 20th Century in small collections from various
auction houses, features Palau and Marshall Islands incl.
item signed by designer, Gibraltar, Aitutaki, Gilbert &
Ellice, Gold Coast and Niuafo, generally fine . Est. $250/350

1385 m

1935 Jubilees Grouping
Web
$100
Mostly used slightly dupl. group of few hundred, mostly
common designs, occasional complete sets, not checked for
varieties, fine to very fine overall ..................... Est. $150/200

1386 m

Africa Oldtime Circular Cancel
Collection
Web
$100
Few hundred 19th Century to 1930’s on quadrille pages by
country, incl. Cape of Good Hope, some towns identified,
K.U.T., Natal, Niger Coast, B.C.A., Nyasaland, Orange
Free State, Transvaal, etc., mixed condition on the adhesives
but nice cancels .............................................. Est. $150/200

Foreign Country Collections
Austria
1387

H

HHm

1850 to 2012 Collection
Web $1,700
Solid collection in 2 Scott Specialty albums primarily mint
(much n.h.) except for the very early issues and almost
complete for the period with Back-of-Book items incl. better
items such as #110-27, 128-44, 380, 408-31, B110, Renner
sheets (4), etc., nice and clean lot, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $2,200/2,500

1388

H

HH

Select Mint Sets
Web
$800
N.h. to o.g. 1920’s-1940s, incl. 380 (2 n.h., one l.h.), Wipa
singles, C54-60 n.h. blocks of 4, and Bosnia, fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

1389 H

Comprehensive Collection
$750
Mostly mint collection a well-filled Scott Specialty album
ranging from 1850-1990, 19th Century mostly used incl.
#1-5, 6-11, 12-25, 29-33, 34//40, 46, B106-09, B110, P6,
P7a etc., mint incl. 12 n.h., 26, 27-8, 33, 35-6, 38-40, 41-5,
70-82, 110a-27a, 128-44, 381 imperf, 424-7 (2), 428-31,
B1-355 (less B111, B185-88), C1-63, C2c, P7,
Back-of-Book features Postage Due, Newspapers,
Newspaper Tax, Military, Lombardy-Venetia, Italian
Occupation, Austrian Offices and some Bosnia, worth
review, generally fine to very fine. Scott $8,000+ (Owner’s)
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,200

1390 Hm

Collection to 1972
$500
Schaubek album with nice representation of mint and used
early issues, with mint #51-65, 70-85, 110-27, 128-44 (less
2k), nice run of commemorative, semi-postals, and Airmail
sets plus useful back-of-the-book incl. Offices in Crete and
Turkey, and nice group of Bosnia-Herzegovina, fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $750/1,000

1391 Hm

Italian Occupation Select Group
Web
$400
Mint or used, 6 sets and #N50 (forgery), consists of N1-19
(missing N17), N33-48 (used N48 signed), N51 mint,
NJ1-16, N20-30, N52-60, few others signed, very high cat.
if genuine, fine to very fine ............................. Est. $500/700
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1392 m

Collection 1850 to 1990
$200
Mostly used collection in a Scott Specialty album with nice
earlies incl. #1-5, 6-11, 17-21, 33, 39-40, 46, 127, etc., nice
runs of mint semi-postals with B87-92, also Airmail and back
of book, generally fine to very fine .................. Est. $300/400

1393 Hm

Belgium Collection 1849-1988
$600
Excellent mint and used collection in Scott Specialty album,
mostly used through 1920s incl. #1-4, 6-12, 18-26b, 121, 135,
B514 etc., 1930s onward mostly mint with 171, B9-16, B123-24,
B150, B156-62, B166-68 sheets of 10, B178-79, B458a,
B466A-B, B513a, B521-22 etc., also additional nice runs of mint
semi-postals incl. souvenir sheets, highlights alone cat. $7800+,
worth inspection, generally fine to very fine ........ Est. $750/1,000

1394

H

HHm

1395 Hm

1396 Hm

Start Bid

Belgium Mint and Used Collection
$200
In 2 Minkus albums, scattered common used 1854 to about
1964, then largely complete o.g. to 1976 and n.h. to 2004,
scattered o.g. Semi-postals from about 1941 to 1964, then
largely complete o.g. to 1976 and n.h. to 2004, some Parcel
Post incl. n.h. #Q437, bit of mostly 1960’s o.g. Colonies,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $300/400
Brazil Collection 1843 to 1992
$700
Worthwhile mint and used collection in Scott Specialty
album, mostly used to 1931 featuring good classics incl. #1,
2, 7-10, 21-8, 37-40, 44, 46-50 etc., mostly mint from 1932
on with 1940 New York World’s Fair sheets of 10, also
semi-postals, Airmail, Postage Dues and Officials, should be
inspected, generally fine to very fine. Scott $8,500+
(Owner’s) ................................................... Est. $800/1,000
Bulgaria Collection 1879-1945
$200
One volume collection starting with nice range of used Lion
issues then mostly mint from 1901 incl. better items 57-69
n.h., 237-43 l.h., 244-50 l.h. (x2), etc., a nice clean lot, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $350/450

China
1397

H

1398

H

H

Taiwan Mint Collection
Web $1,000
N.h., to circa 1980 in 7 stockbooks, noted #1091a, 1095a,
1114a, 1117a and 1126a, also bit of used Empire and mint and
used Republic eras, generally fine to very fine Est. $1,500/2,000

H

Mint Select Group
Web
$700
Consist of P.R.C. n.h. #957-959, 716-731, Taiwan #1355-58
n.h. blocks of 4, very fine. Scott $3,895 ......... Est. $1,000/1,300

1399 Hm

1400 m

1401 Hm

August 4, 2019
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China Plus Manchukuo and Shanghai Web
$600
Rather sparse Scott album but with a few better items incl.
mint #3, 79, 82 and used 80 plus Sinkiang 39-42, 82-88 both
mint, and useful group of Manchukuo, Shanghai and other
misc. treaty ports, fine overall ................... Est. $1,000/1,500
Small Accumulation
Web
$300
Few hundred on stockpages, mostly used Empire, starts with
a few large dragons and 1897 overprints, also incl. small bit of
mint R.O.C., P.R.C. and Shanghai Locals, earlies mixed
condition, otherwise fine to very fine .............. Est. $500/750
Disorganized Accumulation
$300
Rather disorganized grouping of Imperial, Republic,
P.R.C., Taiwan, etc on album pages, glassine envelopes and
loose incl. coiling dragons, Shanghai stationery group and
Manchukuo with part sheets of local overprints, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $500/600

Lot

Description

Start Bid

1402 Hm

Accumulation of Mint and Used
$300
Incl. Taiwan used on stockpages, Imperial collection to 1955
mostly used in Scott album incl. Occupation and Offices,
Japanese Occupation in old approval book, Imperial to
1940’s used in stockbook with Occupation, misc. priced on
#102 cards (mint and used - old pricing) up to $40+ cat.,
inspect, fine to very fine overall ....................... Est. $400/600

1403 Hm

Collection to 1986
$250
On handmade pages, Imperial period mostly used, Taiwan
mostly mint after 1957, P.R.C. earlies mint and used, later
mostly mint, incl. Provinces ........................... Est. $400/600

1404 Hm

Mint and Used Accumulation
$250
Accumulated over many years, incl. China, P.R.C., loose in
envelopes, in stockbook, on pages, etc., occasional cover, bit
of Hong Kong with Amoy cancels, old/modern, its all there,
worth inspecting, fine overall ......................... Est. $400/600

1405 Hm

Mint and Used Accumulation
$200
Hundreds on pages, stockpages in glassines, loose,
accumulated from various collection and unchecked for
better cancels, etc., inspect ............................. Est. $300/400

1406 Hm

Mint and Used Accumulation
$200
On pages, stockpages, in glassines, loose, etc., incl. 1940’s
overprints, few Liberated Areas, some dupl. used
(unchecked for cancels), etc., virtually all pre WWII, inspect
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1407

)

1920-40s Covers, Etc.
Web
$200
Plus mint postal cards, plus a few Taiwan, P.R.C. items, total
about 40, inspect, generally fine to very fine .... Est. $300/400

1408

)

1940s Group of Covers
Web
$200
Incl. better inflation period Gold Yuan, Silver Yuan usages,
1947 Taiwan cover, etc., total 11 items, much fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/350

1409

)

1930-40s Group of Airmail Covers Web
$150
Incl. better first flights, two 1943 war time registered
censored to U.S., 10 covers plus two fronts, much fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $250/350

1410 H

Small Better Group
Web
$150
#10-11 o.g. (11 light toning) and R.O.C. 1355-58 n.h. Scott
$1,025 ........................................................... Est. $250/300

1411

)

1930’s-40’s Group of Covers
Web
$130
Incl. 1938 Airmails to Japan, registered mail, total 17 items,
useful group, mostly fine to very fine .............. Est. $200/250

1412

)

Group of 8 1930’s-40’s
Period Covers
Web
$100
3 covers with second Peking printing issues to Hawaii (1
registered), and 4 covers with Sun Yat-sen plus one
addressed to Karl Lewis with block of 1¢ on 3¢ surcharge,
fine overall ..................................................... Est. $150/200

1413

)

Taiwan Cover Group
$100
17 early 1950’s incl. a few registered, also 5 mint postal
stationery, some a bit rough, otherwise fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1414

)

1930-40s Group of Airmail Covers Web
$60
Incl. three war-time registered Airmail to U.S., 2 domestic
first flights, useful group, fine to very fine ....... Est. $100/150

August 4, 2019
Lot
1415

Description
)

Fourth Session
Start Bid

1890s Group of Shanghai
Local Post Covers
Web
$150
Mint and used, stationary covers, postal cards, oldtime
group, deserve a viewing, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $250/350
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1426 m)

Denmark Collection With FDC’s
$60
Stockbook of used Denmark, few commercial covers, plus
bit of mint and used Faroes and Greenland, also about 150
Denmark FDC’s, fine or better ...................... Est. $100/150

1427 Hm

Egypt Oldtime Collection
Web
$350
Mint and used on pages to early 1950’s, incl. early cancels,
#15 used, Suez Canal 20c used (ex Koerber), few Farouk
proofs, some 1920’s dupl. mint and used sets, Airs
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1428 H

Eritrea Extensive Mint Selection
Web $1,000
34 stockcards of mostly mint sets, incl. few used, with
#18-33 mint (minor faults, 40c signed), 75-80 mint, Semis,
Airs, Special Delivery with E8A mint (signed), E8C (signed
A. Diena), E8B used (short perfs), Dues with J3a mint
(Raybaudi cert), J10-11 used (both signed), J12-13 mint
(both signed), Parcel Post with Q19-21, few varieties, fresh
throughout, rarely seen group, originally in a collection format,
put into sales cards to eventually retail but subsequently given for
the auction ................................................. Est. $1,300/1,600

H

Faroe Islands Collection
$120
N.h. collection in mounts from 1975 to 1991 in a Scott
Specialty album, incl. Christmas Seal sheets 1976/2013, plus
souvenir sheets and booklets, clean, fresh, very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

China (People’s Republic)
1416

1417

H

H

H

HH

1418 Hm

1419

H

1420

H

1421

H

H

1949 to 2005 Mint Intact Collection Web $4,500
N.h., on stockpages, identified and priced, first few reprint
issues, some early used or dupl. used sets, incl. better sheets,
virtually all n.h. from gum issues on, incl. #542-559, imperf
684-695, 713-715, occasional to heavier dupl. (later period)
of mint sets, cat. up to $800, all repriced per attached tape,
very clean, fine to very fine. 2019 Scott approximately
$27,702 ................................................... Est. $6,000/8,000
Mint Group
$300
In Scott specialty album and 10+ year books & folders to
2004, plus stockbook with older materials, plenty of useful
items here, generally very fine ........................ Est. $500/600
1949 to 1985 Mint and Used
$300
Small collection on pages, n.h. sets incl. #818-20, 1095-98
and 1557-72, fine to very fine ......................... Est. $400/500
Mint Accumulation
$150
N.h., 1949 to 2003, few hundred incl. some mint sets and
modern souvenir sheets, better items incl. #1-7 original sets,
1645-1646 complete booklet, mostly fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

Hr

1980’s-90’s New Issue Year Sets
$140
N.h., incl. souvenir sheets, FDC’s, postcards, etc., years
dupl., clean .................................................... Est. $200/300

H

1991 to 2011 Mint Collection
$130
Mounted on album pages, fairly complete, plus on
stockcards (mostly used) selection of 1950’s and 1960’s,
many reprints, also some early Imperial, inspection is
recommended, mostly fine to very fine ........... Est. $200/300

1422 m

1429

1430 H

1431 P

Colonies Seashells Proofs
and Deluxe Sheets
Web $3,000
N.h., Seldom seen holding of about 330 artist signed proofs
(many sunken and progressive) and over 200 deluxe sheets
(incl. several compound sheets), all depicting seashells, very
clean lot as condition in general is very good, huge retail
value, please inspect as there are many scarce items here, very
fine .......................................................... Est. $4,000/6,000

H

Select Mint Sets
Web
$750
N.h. to o.g., 1920’s-40’s period, strong in Airs incl. n.h. C14,
C15 (slight gum toning), C1-2 (certs), 96 n.h. marginal
example, 121-132 (fresh set), 197 n.h., fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,400

Cuba 1855 to 1965 Used Collection
$100
On Minkus pages, well populated except for U.S. period,
also small group of n.h. 1960’ to 1970’s issues, generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $150/200

)

Cuba Cover Group
$60
Four to U.S., one to Canada, mostly 1898, also one 1930
mixed U.S. and Cuba franking, mixed condition
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

1424 H

Czechoslovakia 1918-82
$500
Mostly mint collection in two Scott Specialty albums,
generally complete for the period with regular issues,
commemoratives, souvenir sheets, semi-postals, Airmail,
Postage Dues, etc., also 1939-45 Bohemia & Moravia,
Slovakia and 1920 Eastern Silesia from Czech. Legion
#4-14, high cat. value, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $700/900

1425 H

Czechoslovakia Collection
1918 to 1990
$250
Mostly mint collection of complete sets in a Scott Specialty
album, better than average collection, worth inspection,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $400/600

Fiume Select Mint Group
Web
$500
22 sets mostly mint, incl. #1-20a, 27-43, 104-121 mint or
used, 134-148, 149-160, B4-15, J1-3, J4-12, E4-8, etc.,
some questionable, very fresh group, mostly fine to very fine,
originally in a collection format, put into sales cards for retail but
subsequently given for the auction ..................... Est. $750/1,000

France

1432
1423

H

Start Bid

HH

1433 Hm

1849 to 1996 Collection
$550
Mint and used collection in a well-filled Scott Specialty
album with much value in semi-postals, useful material
throughout, generally fine to very fine. Scott $7,400
(Owner’s) ................................................... Est. $750/1,000

1434 Hm

Colonies Mint and Used Collections,
Accumulations
$400
Thousands in 2 banker boxes, incl. 4 Scott albums for the
different regions mostly used with some complete sets,
Lebanon used on stockpages, also on pages, two 3 ring
binders of mint and used for many countries,
mini-collections mint and used, cancels, etc., nothing recent,
mostly 19th Century to mid 1950’s, mostly fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $600/800
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1435

H

1436

1437

Start Bid

Description

1444

)

Better Cover Stock
Web $1,500
About 100 up to 1950’s, good mix of States, Colonies,
Occupations, and Locals in addition to mother country,
nothing marked below $40, total retail $22,885, generally
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $2,000/3,000

H

HHm

Mint and Used Collection
$250
In 2 Scott albums, common used 1849 to 1963, then largely
complete o.g. to 1976 and n.h. to 2004, noted souvenir sheets and
booklets, Semi-postals with similar coverage, no Offices, value is
in modern mint, generally fine to very fine ............ Est. $400/500

1445

H

H

HH

Mint Collection
$220
In 3 Davo albums, mostly o.g. to about 1940 then mostly n.h.,
incl. Semi-postals and Airmails, 19th Century sparse, 1956-1983
appears complete. Scott $4,000 approx. ............... Est. $350/450

Mint Collection 1949 to 2014
$950
All o.g. to n.h., almost complete collection for the period with
nice run of the Republic period incl. all of the better sets
(#670-85, etc.) plus extensive coil strips group, then Berlin
issues virtually complete except for couple of items, a nice
clean lot all the way to modern era (much value in new issues)
in 2 Scott specialty albums plus loose pages, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,500/1,800

1439 Hm

19th & 20th Century Mint and Used
$200
Few hundred in envelopes and on sales cards, incl. mint
#347-348, used 37 (space filler), plus used 19th Century
and some mint semi-postal sets, 19th Century mixed
condition, otherwise generally fine ................. Est. $250/350

H

H

H

HH

F.S.A.T. Collection
$750
All mint nearly complete collection from 1955 to 2015
mounted in pristine Scott Specialty album, most n.h. incl.
most key stamps, also souvenir sheets and booklets, fresh and
very fine throughout ................................ Est. $1,000/1,500

HH

1446 H

Colonies 1m-5m Kaiser’s Yachts
Mint Group
Web
$800
O.g., Very useful range of o.g. with almost all Colonies
represented, unwmk. and wmk. issues with better items such
as Cameroun C.E.F. overprints (incl. 1m with inverted ‘s’),
Samoa #113 (cert, with thin), etc., a nice clean lot, fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,000/1,200

1447

)

Better Group of 8 Covers
Web
$750
Incl. Zeppelin South America flight, Offices in China 1902
to Copenhagen, Wurtemburg 1861, North German
Confederation, etc., nice condition overall, all covers scanned
on site ........................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1448

H

Zusammendrucke Stock
$600
Over 150, mix of o.g. and n.h. and a few used identified with
Michel K, KZ, S or W numbers, minor dupl., generally fine
to very fine ............................................... Est. $1,000/1,250

HH

1449 Hm

Back-of-Book Collection
$600
Mint and used collection in mounts on homemade pages,
incl. post WWII Locals 1945-46, Soviet Zone 1948
overprints on Allied Occupation joint issues, various
Revenues and WWII official mail, Third Reich issues tied
on pieces from 24 different Offices and 36 others with full
special cancels, esoteric and unusual group, great for the
specialist, high Michel cat. value, inspection suggested,
generally fine to very fine ............................. Est. $750/1,000

1450 H

Two Volumes 1849 to 1990
$600
Mostly mint collection in mounts in two Scott Specialty
albums, incl. States, Empire 1872-1945 with Third Reich
semi-postals and souvenir sheets, WWI & WWII
Occupation and post-war Plebiscites incl. Allenstein,
Danzig, Marienwerder, Memel, Saar, Upper Silesia, also
Occupation issues for Bohemia & Moravia, Slovakia,
Poland and France, substantial cat. value, clean and worth
inspection, generally fine to very fine ........... Est. $750/1,000

1451 m

Offices & Colonies Collection
Web
$500
Mostly used, on cut down Lighthouse hingeless pages, incl.
Offices in Turkey, German New Guinea, German East
Africa, Kamerun, Caroline Is., Kiautschou, Marshall Is.,
unchecked for better towns, generally fine to very fine. Scott
$4,100+ ..................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1452 Hm

States Collection
Web
$500
Over 350 mint and used on album pages, strongest in Baden,
Bavaria, Hanover, Prussia and Württemberg, generally fine
or better, fine to very fine ............................. Est. $750/1,000

F.S.A.T. Collection 1956 to 2006
$600
All mint collection in mounts on Scott pages, mostly l.h.
through 1960’s, n.h. from 1970s although some earlier key
items are n.h. incl. #28, C8, C13-14, C19-23, C26-27,
generally fresh and very fine ........................ Est. $750/1,000

Germany
1442

Start Bid

Colonies Collection
$300
N.h., mostly 1960’s, few 1940’s to 1950’s, in 5 small
stockbooks or glassines, mostly Africa, but also New
Caledonia, New Hebrides and St. Pierre, incl. better
Airmails, generally fine to very fine ................ Est. $450/600

Africa Mint and Used Collection
$200
Mixed mint and used in Scott Specialty album, countries
incl. Algeria, Benin, Grande Comoro, Diego Suarez, Offices
in Egypt, Guinea, Morocco, Gabon and more, starts with
Peace & Commerce, latest noted 1984, generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $300/400

1441

Lot

H

1438 Hm

1440
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H

H

1443 Hm

Select Mint Sets
Web $2,700
N.h., virtually all n.h. 1920’s-40’s, incl. few Offices and
Colonies, n.h. #77, 65, 351-362, 401-14, Posthorns (3 sets),
better Airs with n.h. C27-34 (2), C43-45, n.h. to o.g. Zepps
dupl., Danzig #47 (signed), Saar, etc., very clean group
ready for retail, fine to very fine ................. Est. $3,500/4,500
States Collection 1849-1920
$2,500
Collection in a well-filled Schaubek album with many issues
present both mint and used, majority of value in used incl.
Baden 1-4, 6-24, 26-8, LJ1, Bavaria 2, 4-22, 9a, 26a, 33-7,
J1, J3 etc., Brunswick 1-3, 5-18, Bremen 1, 3-7, 10-12,
Hamburg 1-7, 21, Hanover 7, 9, 17, 24, Lubeck 2-5, 7,
Oldenburg 1-4, 6-8, Prussia 1-27, Saxony 2-14,
Schleswig-Holstein 3-9, Thurn & Taxis 1-20,
Württemberg 1-52, 55-72, plus Officials, also
France-Alsace and Lorraine, German Occupation mint
N1-4, N2a, N6 etc., highlights alone cat. $50K+, condition
varies, must view to appreciate, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $4,000/5,000

1453 Hm

1454

H

H

1455 Hm

1456

H

Hr

Mostly Mint 1875 to 1970’s
Web
$500
In 2 Schaubek albums, first with strength in inflation period
with better Michel # listed incl. some Germania period mint
and used, shades, Michel #197b n.h. (cat. €600), 335B
used, 1923 Official issue with used, also scattered mint
Berlin and Bundespost; 2nd album mint and used somewhat
filled, and Plebiscites with Danzig mostly complete used incl.
Officials, Port Gdansk, and Memel mint and used, fine to
very fine ...................................................... Est. $750/1,000
Three Volume N.H. Collection
$500
Virtually complete mostly n.h. collection ranging from 1949-65
in three pristine Lighthouse hingeless albums, first album
features all the good sets and singles incl. Posthorns, Heuss,
commemoratives and semi-postals, second album contains
Bohemia & Moravia and Poland General Government
1939-45 complete, third album contains 1960 Olympic topical
collection with n.h. sets and souvenir sheets, worth inspection,
generally fine to very fine or better ...................... Est. $700/900
General Collection
$500
19th & 20th Century mint and used in a well filled Scott
Specialty album, mostly complete sets incl. regular issues,
commemoratives, semi-postals, Officials, nice showing of
Third Reich, features better used sets and singles incl.
#B49-57, 59-70 etc., some better varieties not counted, also
a group of misc. singles on dealer #102 cards and a DDR
collection on pages, generally fine to very fine. Est. $600/800
Mint Sheet Collection
$450
N.h., in six sheet files incl. 1920s inflation issues, post-war
AMG, French Zone and 1960s BRD, best are Third Reich
stamp booklet sheets #MHB 69 and 71 (two each) and 72,
plus gutter pairs of Michel 215-18 blocks of 20, fine to very
fine or better. Scott $5,700+ (Owner’s) ......... Est. $600/800

1462 Hm

Accumulation of Remainder Collections
$300
Used inflation era in stockbook, mint booklet panes and
Zusammendrucke, mint and used Saar on stock and album
pages incl. some varieties, bit of mint Danzig and Memel,
Offices, used Empire, etc., generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/750

1463 Hm

Oldtime States Collection
$300
Mint and used collection on various well-filled album pages in a
springback album, good Bavaria, nice early issues for Brunswick,
Hamburg, Hanover, Thurn & Taxis, Mecklenburg-Schwerin,
Oldenburg, Saxony, and Württemberg, many four-margin
examples, surprising little group, worth inspection, generally fine
to very fine ........................................................ Est. $400/600

1464

H

HHm

Mint and Used Collection
$250
In 2 Minkus albums, mixed mint and used to about 1963,
then nearly complete o.g. to 1976 and n.h. to 2004 incl.
Semi-postals, Berlin scattered mostly used to 1964, then
largely complete o.g. to 1976 and n.h. to 1990 incl.
Semi-postals, modest mostly used States, Occupations and
Colonies, generally fine to very fine ................ Est. $400/500

1465

H

HH

Modern Collection
$250
Mostly mint collection in mounts in two clean well-filled
Scott Specialty albums, incl. French Occupation,
pre-Bundesrepublik, good early semi-postals, some booklet
panes and se-tenants, much n.h., generally very fine. Scott
$4,100+ (Owner’s) ....................................... Est. $400/500

1466

H

H

Small Mint Better Group
$220
Consists of #9N21-34 n.h. (signed GPS); 9NB1-3 n.h.,
and Austria (German Overprint set of 4 (below #494) n.h.,
clean sets, fine to very fine. Scott $1,400 ......... Est. $300/350

1467

)

Collector’s Interesting Unpicked Covers
$200
Hundreds, mostly inflation group, also Ukrainian DP
Camp Regensburg 1948 and 1919 POW, few States, few
view cards, postcards, etc. .............................. Est. $300/400

1457

)

Danzig and Saar Cover Group
Web
$425
About 65 Danzig and 150 Saar, incl. few postcards,
interesting group, generally fine to very fine ... Est. $700/900

1458

)

Naval Cover 1898 to 1943 Group
Web
$400
120 covers and cards in small binder, mostly 1910’s with
most identified, marked $5 to $65, generally fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1468

)

Unpicked Group of Few
Hundred Covers
$130
Mostly 20th Century commercial with inflation, early post
WW II, postcard and stationery usages .......... Est. $200/300

Collector’s Oldtime Collection
$400
In 3 binders and loose, incl. scattered States, Empire mint
and used, used Inflation (some fakes), 3rd Reich mostly mint
with souvenir sheets, few Officials, Offices, scattered
postwar in album mint or used, mint and used somewhat
sorted dupl. in glassines, etc., 19th Century mixed condition,
20th Century mostly fine to very fine .............. Est. $600/800

1469

H

Mint Accumulation of 1946-1947
Issues
$100
Mostly in folded sheets or partial sheets incl. 1946 Numeral
issue, 1947 Pictorial issue and AMG issues n.h., fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $200/300

1459 Hm

1460 Hm

1461

H

HH)

Accumulation and Collections
$350
Mint and used in 2 banker boxes, mostly 20th Century incl.
mostly used dupl. on stock and manila pages, mini collections
on pages, with some Plebiscites, few Offices & Colonies,
Berlin Bell sets, DDR collection in album, Danzig incl. used
#193-199, etc., mostly fine to very fine .......... Est. $500/750
Accumulation
$350
Carton lot with various stockbooks, stockpages, glassines etc.,
majority of value in Third Reich se-tenants from booklet
sheets and better n.h. sets, also some nice post-war n.h. West
Saxony se-tenants and Berlin, also West Germany and Third
Reich covers and FDC’s incl. special cancel cut outs collection
in a stockbook, one stockbook with misc. varieties, great lot for
the specialist, generally fine to very fine ............. Est. $500/750

Hr

1470 Hm

D.D.R. Collection
$100
Mint and used collection in mounts in three binders, incl.
1951 Mao set, also a section of Russian Occupation issues
and other misc. German area, inspection recommended, fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $200/300

1471

Revenues on Document
Web
$80
1886 document with 15 kr. Revenue, two 1908 patents with 1kr
Revenue with string and intact seal, also 1866 U.S. patent with
#R54 (some document separation), fine overall ... Est. $120/150

)

1472 H)

1946 to 1948 Stamp and Cover
Accumulation
$60
One binder of mint with dupl. to about 12, one binder with
over 150 covers, mix of commercial and philatelic, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $100/150
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1473

German and Austrian Notgeld Notes
$50
Colorful group of 129 German and 34 Austrian, most appear
uncirculated .................................................. Est. $100/150

Lot
1482

Description
H

HHm

Greece
1474

H

HH

Collection 1861 to 2015
Web $3,000
Nice collection in 2 Scott Specialty albums plus loose pages
with only some used in the earliest period, but solid run of
o.g. and n.h. from 1896 to 2015 incl. both 1896 and 1906
Olympic sets, 1900-01 surcharged Olympic set, then
virtually all complete sets to the end incl. nice Back-of-Book,
Mt. Athos, etc., there is a substantial cat. value here incl.
much value in the new issues, generally fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $4,000/5,000

1475 Hm

Occupations and Territories
Web $1,800
Mixed mint and used on Scott Specialty pages, incl. Corfu
(cat. $4700), Turkey ($3000), Aegean Islands ($1800+),
Epirus ($1100), Crete ($1800+), Thrace ($1200), and
Ionian Islands ($5700), few dubious not counted, generally
fine to very fine. Scott $18,100 .................. Est. $3,000/3,500

1476 Hm

1861 to 1959 Mint and Used
Collection
Web $1,100
On Scott Specialty pages, more used than mint, Hermes
heads missing only 2, vast majority 4 margins, then nearly
complete to 1959, incl. Airmails complete to 1952, Dues less
complete, Postal Tax fairly complete, generally fine to very
fine. Scott $12,000+ ............................... Est. $1,800/2,200

1477 Hm

1478 H

Mint and Used Accumulation
Web
$500
Starting from Hermes Heads on with considerable early
period, in full banker box, on stockpages, quadrille pages,
incl. shades, later mint sets, 1866-88 and later Hermes
Heads used incl. strips, mint blocks of 4, on old stockcards
(priced around 1994), 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine, needs inspection
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000
Corfu and Albania Occupations
1940-1947
Web
$500
5 mint sets, mostly o.g., consisting of Corfu #NJ1-11 (NJ4
signed A. Diena), N15-34 (no N17), NC1-12 (NC6 signed
A. Diena, Raybaudi), Albania N219-228, N229-238, fine to
very fine, originally in a collection format, put into sales cards for
retail but subsequently given for the auction .......... Est. $700/900

1481 H

1940-1947 Italian Occupations
Web
$200
N.h. or o.g. and used in sets, incl. Zante, Ionian Islands with
#NC1-11, N1-17, Cerigo, Paxo, Albania, Cefalonika,
Isole, very high cat. if genuine, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400
Hungary 1919 Occupation Issues
$600
Mostly mint collection on black stockpages in a binder,
highly complete groups of 1N’s-10N’s issued by French,
Romanian and Serbian forces plus Szeged issues, also some
1921 West Hungary, incl. a few unlisted varieties, scarce
group, generally fine to very fine. Scott $9,600 (Owner’s)
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

Hungary Collection to 1970
$400
Minkus album with early used then mint o.g. or n.h. from
about 1913 with many complete sets and souvenir sheets incl.
better mint items such as #462-65, B1-17, C26-34, group of
1947 Roosevelt sheets (18) incl. set of 8 mini-sheets of 4 plus
another set of 8 mini-sheets with tete-beche, and other better
souvenir sheets from this period along with few imperf sets
and souvenir sheets, fine to very fine ............... Est. $600/800

1483 m

Hungary 1870’s Postal Money Orders
$50
35 on annotated pages to and from various cities incl. some on
the military front, 1871 to 1875, three with added 5k
adhesive, generally fine to very fine ................. Est. $100/200

1484 F

Iceland Mint and Used Collection
$1,800
1873 to 1982 collection in Davo album fairly solid from the
beginning with mint #1-5, 10-14 (usual mixed condition on
the early items) to modern period with most of the better
items present incl. 84-85 mint, 92-98 used, 108-28 used,
140-41, 143 mint, 152-66 mint, 170-75 mint, 176-87 used,
plus Airmails and nice run of Officials incl. O53-67 mint.
Scott approximately $18,000 .................... Est. $3,000/3,500

1485

H

Iceland 1873 to 1995 Mint Collection Web
$700
In mounts in fresh Scott Specialty album, mostly o.g. early,
generally n.h. from 1960’s, nearly complete from 1907-08 issue
on with decent showing before, also incl. Back-of-Book, generally
fine to very fine. Scott $10,000 approx. ........... Est. $1,200/1,500

1486

)

Inhambane 1912-13 Two Postcards Web
$60
2 seldom seen picture postcards sent to U.S. and Belgium,
fine ................................................................ Est. $100/150

1487

H

Israel Specialized Group
Web $5,000
Very unusual holding of over 250 n.h., items of special printing
and/or limited edition mini-sheets and stamps most with serial
numbers, some items less than 10 exist, huge retail value (owner
paid well over $100,000) with individual items at $2000-3000
each (original invoice included), very fine ... Est. $8,000/10,000

HH

H

1488 BH

Israel Mostly Complete Booklets
Web
$350
Identified, incl. Bale #SB1, B1, B2a, B3 (re-stapled), B4, 4a
to 2000, incl. few later cto, etc., clean collection, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $600/800

1489 H

Israel Collection 1948-89
$200
Virtually all mint collection in a Scott Specialty album,
features a few better singles with tabs #24, 27, 35-6 and 55,
also incl. 1-9, 31-2 tete-beche pair plus 31-32 each in
tete-beche gutter pairs and small mint and used Palestine
collection 1918-45 in back of album, useful collection,
generally fine to very fine or better .................. Est. $300/400

1479 (HHH Regular and Airmails Complete Sets
$200
N.h. to o.g., to 1962 on pages, incl. #556-567 n.h., 574-581,
Airs complete incl. #C8-14, dupl. sets #C1-4, 5-7, fresh,
fine to very fine lot. Scott #344//734, etc. ....... Est. $350/450
1480 H

Start Bid

Italy
1490 Hm

Collector’s Italy Proper Better Items Web $4,000
Few hundred, consisting of regular issues and back of the
book, very high potential cat. group with a few signatures,
incl. #21 used (cert), 46 mint signed, Sassone intact booklet
#2 (cat. €11,000), #165-170 mint (signed), 834a mint,
Semis with B5-6 used (signed), B15 used, B15A used
(signed), B16 used, 49 used, 76-91 mint, 28 mint, Airs incl.
C27 n.h., C48-49 n.h. and two sets used (questionable),
Dues, Parcel Post with Q61-76 n.h. and hinged sets, needs
inspection with a few dubious, fine overall, originally in a
collection format, put into sales cards for eventual retail but
subsequently given for the auction .................. Est. $5,500/7,500
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1491 Hm

Collector’s States Better Grouping Web
$700
Mint and used, over 100, very high potential cat. group with
certs and signatures, all States incl. except Lombardy-Venetia
(separate lot), items incl. Two Sicilies #1 (signed), some
questionable, Sicily, Tuscany #22 used signed, Tuscany #11
mint (cert), #23 used (signed), #16 used (cert), Two Sicilies
#7 used (cert), along with other high cat. pieces, needs
inspection with some dubious, v.g.-fine, originally in a collection
format, put into sales cards for eventual retail but subsequently given
for the auction .............................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1492 H

1493

H

HH

1494 H

1495

H

HH

Start Bid

Extensive Collector’s Occupation
Mint Collection
Web
$700
Few hundred incl. better Kupa with Sassone #1a-10a (no 3a),
German Occupation incl. Zara with German Occupation
rarities incl. Sassone #13 signed Oliva, #14 (signed A
Diena), Zante, Montenegro with complete sets, Ljubljana,
Albania with complete sets, Austria, Yugoslavia incl. Fiume
and Istria, Croatia, also few Postwar administration incl.
Greece, some signed or certified, completely intact group with
better items, few questionable, rarely seen group and very high
cat. if all genuine, fine to very fine, originally in a collection
format, put into sales cards for eventual retail but subsequently given
for the auction .............................................. Est. $1,000/1,500
Select Mint Sets
Web
$600
N.h. to o.g., 1920’s-1940’s period with better Air sets incl.
#C48-49 n.h., C42-47 in n.h. singles and blocks of 4 (few
with toning), AMG #Q1-12, etc., fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000
1919 to 1930 Occupation Issues
Web
$600
O.g., 28 singles or sets, consists of Dalmatia, Cyrenaica with
#11-16, 19a, East Africa, Oltre Giuba with #22a used (not
verified), Castellorizo, Saleno 1-8, Tripolitania with #19a
l.h. (signed), and Corfu N9-14, scarce group, fresh, mostly
fine to very fine, originally in a collection format, put into sales
cards for eventual retail but subsequently given for the auction
................................................................... Est. $750/1,000
Mint Selection of Socialist Republic
Period
Web
$400
N.h. to o.g. incl. few varieties incl. “Bears”, propaganda,
Parcel Post Q1-12 o.g., Sassone Express #19-20 n.h. signed
Raybaudi, GNR #476A, 483A n.h., blocks, also “PM”
Military overprints, etc., clean, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $600/800
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1499 H

WWII Local and Autonomous Issues Web
$200
Mint starting with 1930 Local Issue Livorno Sassone #1,
then Social republic issues, followed by autonomous issues,
few unlisted incl. Sorani certs for Torino, also Liberation of
Florence fantasy overprints, etc., better items intermixed
incl. Parma Sassone #1-2 (cert), Ponte Chiasso 1-10, 14
(not signed), etc. ............................................ Est. $300/400

1500

H

H

Castle Series Mint Specialized
Collection
$130
N.h., freaks and errors, colors, perfs etc., with 5 certs, an
unusual and interesting group, fine to very fine. Sassone
€3,000 (Owner’s) .......................................... Est. $200/300

1501

H

H

AMG Collector’s Mint Grouping
Web
$100
Mostly n.h., around 50 items on stockpage, incl. n.h
#1LN14-19, 1LN1 inverted overprint, 1LN9 double
overprint used (signed) and inverted overprint, also
“Governo Militare” overprints, etc., fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1502 Hm

Start Bid

Roman States Mint and Used
Collection
$60
Over 40, some not counted for value, good assortment,
generally fine to very fine. Scott $3,000 (Owner’s)
....................................................................... Est. $100/150

Italian Offices & Colonies
See Lots 1428, 1430, 1478, 1480, 1551, 1580, and 1599
1503 Hm

1504

H

HH

Offices in Turkey Better Singles
Web $1,100
General issues mint and used select group of 40 singles, incl.
#17 used, 17c mint, 21-25 mint or used, 46-55 mint or used,
56-62 mint, E4 mint, and 6-10 (#10 with Sorani cert), rarely
seen group, fine to very fine, originally in a collection format, put
into sales cards for eventual retail but subsequently given for the
auction . Scott $9,500+ ............................. Est. $1,500/2,000
Colonies Select Mint Sets
Web $1,100
N.h. to o.g., all in better sets from 1920’s-30’s, incl.
Tripolitania mostly n.h., Aegean Islands, Colonies general
sets, Cyrenaica, etc., many air sets, clean throughout, fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1505 H

Offices in China Select Mint Group Web
$900
Select group of mostly mint incl. #2 used, 5 mint, 12-21,
22-30 (30 used), Tientsin with 1-2 used, 5-14, 22 mint, 23
used, J1-4, J6-8 mint, fresh group, mostly fine to very fine,
originally in a collection format, put into sales cards for eventual
retail but subsequently given for the auction .... Est. $1,300/1,600

1496 H

Trieste Zone A Collection
$300
All mint collection on album pages 1947 to 54, clean and
mostly complete less only a few items, fresh, almost very fine.
Scott $4,100+ (Owner’s) .............................. Est. $500/750

1497 m

Used Collection to 1950s
Web
$300
On Scott pages, no States, incl. mostly complete Regular
issues, Semis only to #B42, also some Airs, cancels for the
most part look good, back of the book well represented,
scattered Offices and Islands, Colonies incl. decent Eritrea,
also Fiume, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th Century
mostly fine to very fine .................................... Est. $400/600

1506 Hm

Offices Select Group
Web
$600
16 sets or singles mint or used, incl. Estero #1-11 mint/used,
Durazzo 1-8 mint or used, Constantinople J1-6 (no J5) mint
or used (J6 signed A Diena, etc.), Office in Africa, and Crete
3-13 used, scarce group, generally fine to very fine, originally
in a collection format, put into sales cards for eventual retail but
subsequently given for the auction ..................... Est. $800/1,000

1498 Hm

Collector’s Lombardy-Venetia
Better Grouping
Web
$200
Mint and used, around 45, high potential cat. group, incl.
Postage Dues, Newspapers, needs inspection with few dubious,
in a collection format, put into sales cards for eventual retail but
subsequently given for the auction ........................... Est. $300/400

1507 H

Rhodes Group of 11 Mint Sets
Web
$550
Mostly complete o.g., incl. #1-13, 29-37, 64-73, 74-81 (few
tone spots), and back of the book sets, fine to very fine,
originally in a collection format, put into sales cards for eventual
retail but subsequently given for the auction . Scott $5,000
.................................................................... Est. $800/1,000
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Start Bid

1508 H

1912-32 Aegean Islands Issues
Web
$550
O.g. complete sets, all islands except Rhodes (separate lot),
clean throughout, fine to very fine, originally in a collection
format, put into sales cards for eventual retail but subsequently
given for the auction . 2018 Scott $5,700+ ........ Est. $700/900

Lot

Description

Start Bid

1518 H)

2 Better Zeppelin Covers and 2 Sheets Web
$220
Consist of two 1929 Round-The-World flights, and n.h.
#422a, 479a, fine to very fine ......................... Est. $300/400

1519

)

Ryukyu and Japan Cover Group
Web
$200
Many hundreds, incl. binder with small group of fascinating
1944-45 Okinawa cave letters with translation from various
Japanese suitors to an Okinawa bar maid, various censor and
postal markings, FDC’s incl. few earlier Japan, commercial
airmail to U.S., few flights, Ryukyu paquebots, stationery,
Revenues in Taihoku Parcel Post receipt book, generally fine
to very fine, apparently recovered from a cave post-war,
purchased from Ryukyu specialist dealer John B. Head
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1509 H

Offices in Egeo Mint Selection
Web
$350
O.g. incl. #31-35, C28-31 combo set, 36-46, C15-19,
C20-25, C32-38, clean, fine to very fine, originally in a
collection format, put into sales cards for eventual retail but
subsequently given for the auction . Scott $3,300 .. Est. $500/600

1510 H

Fezzan (French Occupation)
Select Group
Web
$200
22 mostly mint, incl. Sassone #5 used (signed A. Diena), 6
mint (signed twice), 7-7E pair signed A. Diena, 2 (signed
twice), Air #1 n.h. (signed), also unsigned 8-11 (used), 12
used, Q17A-18A unpriced, etc., nice select group, fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $300/400

1520 m

Colonies General Issues Mint
Web
$200
5 sets, consisting of #1-12, C1-6, 23-31, C13-19, 32-41,
C20-27, 46-50, C29-35, C7 used, fine to very fine, originally
in a collection format, put into sales cards for eventual retail but
subsequently given for the auction . Scott $1,400 .. Est. $250/300

Interesting Collection
$200
About 150 mostly used with few modern mint, value mainly
in early issues, many forgeries but a few unused which look to
be genuine, on handmade pages showing information about
the forgeries and genuine issues, great lot for the specialist,
fine or better .................................................. Est. $300/400

1521 SHH

Mihon Collection 1960 to 1992
$200
N.h., over 1200 Mihon overprinted in Scot specialty album
incl. regular issues and commemoratives, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1522 m

Early Issues
$150
Over 100 in a stockbook, mostly used incl. nice group of early
forgeries and some Offices, worth a close look, fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1523 ())

1877 to 1881 Group of Six Cover
Fronts
Web
$140
Also three cut pieces, most Shanghai to U.S., with Koban 5s,
one better 1877 with Cherry Blossom 5s green, plus one 1892
incoming with multiple forward slips, fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

1524

)

3 Karl Lewis Covers
Web
$100
Uncacheted, all to same individual in Honolulu, very fine
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1525

)

Covers and FDC Group
Web
$100
Group incl. 1948 Forestry & Education full sheets on
FDC’s, other modern with about 25 metal engravings items,
some stamps with 1952 Mt Tateyama Airmails set, plus 3
Japanese handbooks incl. limited edition of History of Postal
History of Japan Wars Vol. I by Kenneth Clark
....................................................................... Est. $150/200

1526

H

HH

Korea (South) Mint Collection
Web
$500
O.g. or n.h., Sparse on the early period but fairly solid in
1948-52 era incl. #80-84, 85-86, 88-89, 90, 91-92, complete
n.h. sets of flags (44) with the souvenir sheets (22), a nice lot,
fine to very fine ............................................ Est. $750/1,000

1527

H

H

Korea Mint Stock
$200
N.h., to 1980’s in small glassines and oversized on #4 pages
priced, incl. few min. sheets incl. #285a, 286a, incl. some
dupl. incl. #C2, most value in 1950’s period, occasional
hinged incl. 249-262, clean, fine to very fine ... Est. $300/400

1511 H

Japan
1512

1513

1514

H

HHm

)

H

HH

Collection to 2004
$650
O.g. in 7 clean albums, mixed mint and used to about 1953
incl. some National Parks, then appears virtually complete all
mint to 2004 incl. souvenir sheets, in hingeless pages except
in mounts for 1953 to 1972, spot check showed all n.h. from
1973, no Prefectures, mostly fine to very fine
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,250
Karl Lewis Correspondence Group Web
$400
6 postcards and 8 covers almost all sent from Karl Lewis incl.
6 beautiful early Japanese covers with commemorative
cancellations without handpainting, one hand-painted cover,
and a large mix franking U.S. and Japan covers sent to him in
Yokohama, fine, very desirable group for the Karl Lewis
enthusiast ........................................................ Est. $600/800
Mint Accumulation
$400
Mostly mint collection remainder in 5 albums (2 empty) with
useful early issues plus quantities of mint sheets, souvenir sheets
(we note lots of lunar new year items) and a group of Mihons,
substantial face value, generally fine to very fine .. Est. $600/800

1515 m

1871 to 1919 Used Collection
Web
$350
On Scott Specialty pages, incl. #1, 3, 15, nearly complete
from #40 incl. 154 (light toning), many neat cancels,
generally fine to very fine. Scott $4,400 approx.
....................................................................... Est. $600/800

1516 H)

Group With Covers
$300
Stockbooks with quantities of n.h. modern material (much
face value), along with collection balance in album and about
40 early covers, please inspect, generally fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/600

1517 Hm

Mint and Used to 1985 Collection
$250
On handmade pages, mostly used until about mid 1930’s,
then mostly mint, good showing of National Parks incl.
1938-40 souvenir sheets, modern in mounts may be n.h.,
earliest suspect ............................................... Est. $400/600

1528 Hm

Korea Balance of Collection
$150
Including mint souvenir sheets, sets in glassines and mint
and used on album pages, fine to very fine ...... Est. $200/300

August 4, 2019
Lot
1529

Description
H

Hr

1530 H

1531

)

Fourth Session
Start Bid

Lebanon Extensive Dealer Lot
$1,000
Mostly n.h. covering the period from mid-1920s to 1980s,
mostly 3 to 5 copies, many in blocks of 4, incl. better sets such
as 177-80 n.h., 4 sets (totals $288), 45-48 l.h., 3 sets ($390),
256-665 n.h., 4 sets ($389), C46-56 l.h., 3 sets ($555), plus
two strong topical n.h. sets, Birds, 434-39, 8 sets ($624), and
Butterflies, C427-36, 2 sets ($270) and great run of Airmail
sets to cat. $700+, exceptionally clean stock well worth
inspecting to appreciate, overall very fine. Scott $13,640
................................................................. Est. $1,300/1,600
Libya Intact Mint Mostly Sets
Web
$750
Mostly o.g., better incl. #1-15, 16, 20-31, 61 used, 47-60,
47a-60a (5L used), Semis, Airs and combo sets, Express,
Dues, Q1-13, Q14-24, Sassone #103D, 22b block of 4, etc.,
fresh throughout, mostly fine to very fine, originally in a
collection format, put into sales cards for eventual retail but
subsequently given for the auction .................. Est. $1,100/1,500
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1536 Hm

Airmail and Back-of-Book
$1,200
Mint and used collection in a Scott Specialty album ranging
from 1875-1986, mint incl. #C198a n.h., C212 n.h., C249
l.h., C286 n.h., CO3-9, CO30, JX20-15, O20, O47, O57,
O85, O118, O154, O164, O191, O193-94 etc., also used
O65-74, clean, fresh and worthwhile, fine to very fine. Scott
$11,600 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $1,500/2,000

1537 Hm

19th Century Collection
$1,000
Attractive mint and used collection on Scott Specialty pages
from 1874-99, better used incl. #12 pair, 115, 139, 163-64,
194c, 207-11, 236A, 242b-49a, 242c-53b, 256, 257-65,
257a-63a, 278 and 284, mint highlights incl. 114, 116, 182,
240A unused, 242-55, 266 with Mepsi cert., 273b, 275, 286,
287b, 288-89 etc., review recommended, generally fine to
very fine. Scott $12,000+ (Owner’s) ....... Est. $1,500/2,000

1538 H

20th Century Mint Collection
$1,000
Clean and attractive mostly mint collection of regular issues
and commemoratives from 1903-96 in a Scott Specialty
album, incl. #347-53 with coupons attached, 362 and 364
both with Mepsi certs, 417a, 440-41, 449-52, 452a, 465,
483, 494, 515 (2), 527, 550, 722a, 795A, 828, 909 etc., also
some used incl. 327, 363 with Mepsi cert, 365-66 on piece
(signed), 538, 620, 736 etc., review recommended, fine to
very fine. Scott $11,000+ (Owner’s) ....... Est. $1,500/2,000

1539 Hm

Hidalgo Issues 1874-81
$750
Specialized mint and used collection of several hundred
district overprints, mostly 2nd period numbers 1-55
(Zamora to Colima), many 50¢ and 100¢ values incl. 121-22,
must view to appreciate, great potential for finds here,
generally fine to very fine. Scott $7,000 + (for basic stamps)
(Owner’s) ................................................ Est. $1,000/1,500

1540 Hm

Collection to 1969
Web
$500
Scott specialty album starting with nice range of early used
incl. 1856 8r with and without overprints and 1864 cover,
then rather well filled from 1899 with better mint o.g. items:
294-303, 310-20, 517-27, 528-38, 539, 540-49, 559-65,
608-17, 705, etc., plus many good range of Back-of-Book
with better items as well: C39b, C198a, CO3-09, CO21,
CO30, O185-90, O194, etc., a worthwhile clean collection
please inspect, fine to very fine ..................... Est. $750/1,000

Macao Group of Five Covers
Web
$60
Incl. one 1892 PSC to Canton, 1905 PSC to Hong Kong,
1956 local cover with “CTT TAIPA” cds., etc., generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $100/150

Mexico
1532 Hm

1533

1534

H

H

H

H

1535 m

Classic Collector’s Collection
Web $2,500
Few hundred mint and used in stockbook to 1930s, incl.
attractive dupl. Hidalgo’s with various districts, #12 mint,
1870s and later period mint and/or used, occasional cert,
#163-164 (cert.) mint, 1895 set black prints, occasional
Muestra set, some Senoras, many copies of the Oaxaca issue
with perf vars., n.h. block of 9 of 433, 421 (cert), 422 mint,
466-470 n.h. blocks of 4, 585 o.g., 590 o.g., 735B used, 736
used (2), 795 mint (2), fairly extensive Officials with O123,
Porte De Mar, etc., occasional toning issue from residing in
Mexico, needs close inspection as better items throughout,
also Schatzkes book 1856-1874 issues, fine to very fine
overall, oldtime lot with items purchased out of auctions many
decades ago ................................................ Est. $3,500/4,500
Balance of Extensive Airmail
Collection
Web $2,000
Mostly n.h., in Lighthouse hingeless album, starting with
first Air set, but also incl. all Regular issues from 1935 on,
incl. Sarabia usage on damaged cover, control # single
(signed several times), also 2 with Muestra overprints, 1939
(Sept.) composite die vignette of #748-750, C97-99, 1940
Penny Black Issue regular and Airmail issues in n.h. blocks
of 4, 1940 to 1969 complete n.h. with some blocks of 4, “a”
numbers, very clean collection, excellent lot for expansion,
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $2,500/3,500
Conserva Mint Stock
$1,200
N.h., 5 each #2253-74, 2253a-71a, 2321-30, 2362-77,
2394-2436, 2452-73, many with paper or perf varieties, all
identified and priced, very clean stock ready for selling, retail
$18,612, Ex Guy Shaw stock ...................... Est. $2,000/2,500
1856 to 1872 Mostly Used
$1,200
Collection on Scott Specialty pages augmented by additional
pages for district overprints, highlights incl. #26a pair, 38a,
40 with Mepsi cert., 42, 50 with Mepsi cert., 56, 57 (2), 74,
81-3, 88, 89 and 93c unused, worth inspection, owner’s Scott
$11K+ (overprints counted as normal stamps), fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1541

H

H

Start Bid

Art & Architecture Mint Stock
$450
N.h., 5 each #856//1102 and C186//C480, very few o.g. or
used, many with color or paper varieties, all identified and
priced, very clean stock ready for selling, retail $6113, fine to
very fine, Ex Guy Shaw stock ........................ Est. $700/1,000

1542 H

Exportas Mint Stock
$450
5 each series 1 thru 10D (#1501//1770), many with color or
paper varieties, all identified and priced, very clean stock
ready for selling, retail $6103, fine to very fine, Ex Guy Shaw
stock ............................................................ Est. $700/1,000

1543

H

Hr

Exportas Mint Sheets
$260
N.h., apparently complete set of all the basic series numbers
in complete sheets and extra blocks in album, additional
album with varieties, clean ............................. Est. $400/600

1544

H

H

Turistico Mint Stock
$220
N.h., 5 each #1782-1805, 1960-1980 and 2119-2141D,
many with color or paper varieties, all identified and priced,
very clean stock ready for selling, retail $3299, very fine, Ex
Guy Shaw stock ............................................... Est. $350/500
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1545 m)

Civil War Collection
$200
70 mostly used and 4 covers, incl. #393b strip of 5 on 1914
cover, and 1915 cover to George Linn, plus 2 books, “The
White and Green Seal issues of Sonora” by Linn, and “Mexico
Revolutionary Stamps” by Poole, fine or better ... Est. $300/400

1546 m

Mostly Used Collection
Web
$150
Oldtime collection to 1947 on Scott pages with outdated
pricing, starts with Hidalgo issues, most issues reasonably
represented, also Airs, Officials, scattered mint, 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $250/350

1547

H

1548

H

Start Bid

H

Folk Art Mint Stock
$150
N.h., 5 each #2488-2505, many with year date varieties, all
identified and priced, very clean stock ready for selling, retail
$2240, Ex Guy Shaw stock ............................... Est. $250/300

HH

Monaco Mint Collection
Web $2,000
1885 to 2015, all o.g. to n.h. in 2 Scott Specialty albums plus
loose pages starting with #1-8, 11-29 (except 28), then
complete run of mint sets and souvenir sheets plus
semi-postals (no B18, but B8 is here), Airmails and Postage
Dues, a clean and comprehensive intact collection all the way
to the modern period which has high new issue cost, generally
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $3,000/3,500

1549 H

Unusual Monaco in 17 Volumes
Web $1,700
17 albums with over 500 covers incl. FDC’s, event covers,
maximum cards with few items signed by Prince Rainier &
Princess Grace, with 5 albums (#12-16) devoted exclusively
to the 1956 Royal Wedding containing every cover
imaginable for this issue plus deluxe sheets, compound
proofs, sunken die proofs, etc., and some collateral materials
such as invitations, photos, etc., a great lot for the Monaco
enthusiast with high potential retail value . Est. $2,500/3,000

H

Monaco 1956 Signed Royal Wedding
Souvenir Book
Web $1,500
N.h., rarely seen limited edition presentation book with gold
gilded edge given as souvenir to dignitaries and guests
signed by both Prince Rainier and Grace Kelly containing
complete set of 8 deluxe sheets of the Royal Wedding issue
plus perf and imperf sets of the compound deluxe sheets, very
fine and unusual ...................................... Est. $2,000/2,500

1550

1551

H

H

HH
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Montenegro (Italian Occupation)
Mint Sets
$220
N.h. to o.g., 6 complete sets, #2NC10-17 n.h., fine to very
fine. Scott $1,800+ ....................................... Est. $300/400

Lot
1554

Description
H

HHm

1555 Hm

1556

H

HH)

1557 m

1553

H

H

HHm

HH

Collection 1852 to 2011
Web $2,000
Comprehensive collection in 2 Scott Specialty albums with used
earlier period loaded with better items throughout incl. #85
mint, 86 used, 90-101 used, 104-05 mint, 133-34 used, and
then mint from here forward incl. 142-60, 161-63, 164-93,
278-81, 306-22, C13-14, etc. with nice run of modern issues to
the end incl. mini-sheets and booklets, there is substantial cat.
value here, generally fine to very fine ............. Est. $3,000/3,500
Netherlands & Colonies Mint
Select Group
Web $1,100
N.h. to o.g., incl. Netherlands #320-321 n.h. blocks of 4,
90-101, Surinam, and Curacao, fine to very fine, all ready for
retail ........................................................ Est. $1,500/1,800

Netherlands & Colonies Collection
$300
In 3 Minkus albums, mixed mint and used 1852 to about
1964, then largely complete o.g. to 1976 and n.h. to 2004,
scattered o.g. Semi-postals to about 1960, Aruba n.h. 1992 to
2004, Antilles o.g. 1966 to 1976, then n.h. to 2004, Suriname
o.g. 1962 to 1976, o.g., then n.h. to 1985 and 1989 to 1995,
Indies sparse, other Colonies largely complete for periods
noted, generally fine to very fine ..................... Est. $450/600
Netherlands Small 19th Century Group
$150
About 30 incl. used #1-3, 12, 53-54, mint 69 and 80 plus
couple Colonies, fine or better ........................ Est. $200/250
Netherlands Antilles Mint Collection
1873-1980’s
$350
Clean mint in Scott album o.g. to n.h. with some early issues
unused, virtually complete from the beginning incl. better
items #1-7, 75-81, 174-87, 208-29, C32A-50, etc, plus few
interesting covers and FDC’s, please inspect, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $500/700
Netherlands Indies “Squared
Circle Cancels”
Web
$100
100+ plus few covers, circa 1900 to 1915 period on
illustrated pages by town incl. smaller ones, rarely seen
material, generally fine to very fine ................. Est. $150/200

1558 Hm) Peru Hoard
$1,000
Two Scott albums starting with a nice range of better sets
from 1930’s period, many n.h. well into the 1990’s incl.
blocks of the later issues, with varieties plus 9 stockbooks of
mostly early issues some in quantities incl. ‘specimen’,
postmarks studies along with covers and FDC’s and some
useful literature (handbooks, etc.), plus a group of 50+ 19th
Century U.S. covers from U.S. cities named ‘Peru’ (Indiana,
Nebraska, etc), quite an interesting and valuable holding as
there are many better pieces throughout requiring a close
look, as some parts are rather disorganized., generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000
1559 Hm

Poland Mint and Used Collection
$750
Attractive mint collection in a Schaubek album 1918 to 1968,
plus a Scott album 1969 to 2000 which also contains a parallel
used collection, fairly complete incl. imperfs, souvenir sheets
and back of book, also Central Lithuania and Eastern Silesia,
plus Danzig and Levant overprints, well worth inspection,
generally fine to very fine. Scott $10,000 (Owner’s)
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,500

1560 m

Poland Used Collection
$450
Quite complete collection in a large stockbook from 1860 to
1968, incl. #1, various imperfs, some souvenir sheets and
back of book, no General Government issues, some Danzig
overprints and other associated areas, generally fine to very
fine. Scott $5,900 (Owner’s) .......................... Est. $600/800

Netherlands & Colonies
1552

Start Bid

1561

H

HHm

Poland Collection to 1949
$250
Collection on Scott pages with mostly mint o.g. to n.h. after
1920 with 251 souvenir sheets l.h., and the following items
being n.h.; 275, 278, 280-81, B31 souvenir sheets,
C26A-26C gutter pairs and C26Cd souvenir sheets plus
other back-of-the-book items and range of General
Government material, please inspect, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $400/600
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1562 Hm

Portugal Modern Mint
and Used Collection
$600
Mostly mint collection housed in 5 Lindner hingeless
albums ranging from 1945 to 2000 with a high degree of
completion for the period incl. sets, souvenir sheets, sheetlets,
booklets etc., also back of book for 20th Century, a parallel
used collection to 1975 hinged on pages under the overlays,
n.h. throughout, well worth inspection, generally fine to very
fine. Scott $7,800+ (Owner’s) ...................... Est. $750/900

1563

H

HH

1564 Hm

1565 Hm

1566 Hm

Start Bid

Portugal & Colonies Modern Collection
$500
In 7 Scott albums, Portugal used to 1964, then o.g. to about
1974, spot check shows n.h. from 1975, nearly complete
1965 to 2004 incl. souvenir sheets and some booklets,
Azores, Madeira and Macao n.h. nearly complete 1987 or
1988 to 2003 or 2004 incl. souvenir sheets and some
booklets, little earlier, other Colonies very weak, value is in
the modern mint, generally fine to very fine . Est. $800/1,000
Portugal & Colonies Mostly
Used Collection
$350
1853 to 1952, few thousand in Scott album, majority used
with some o.g. sets, better items incl. mint #579-586, 614a
650-657, 657a, 675-682, 682a, plus interesting Colonies
incl. Mozambique Company, few with dist. gum, fine or
better ............................................................. Est. $500/600
Portuguese India, 1872
to 1940 Collection
Web $2,500
Large and comprehensive mint and used accumulation in
two stockbooks of over 3000 with about 75% mint, usual
condition as always, showing strong selection in the
1871-1895 issue with many shades, perf and overprint
varieties, around 200 stamps of “Nativos” issues incl.
overprints, around 500 stamps of “Tipo Coroa” issues incl.
overprints, following issues, overprints, commemoratives,
some specialties etc., the few fakes noted, Fine to Very Fine,
one of the largest holdings of genuine Portuguese India we have
handled ..................................................... Est. $3,500/4,500
Romania Collection to 1945
$180
Collection starts with 1864 6pa & 30pa in tete-beche strips
and rather sparse to 1903 with better mint sets present (all
o.g.) #158-65, 166-72, 196-206, 230-39, 396-99, 405-14,
417-19, and C10-12 plus dupl. range of n.h. materials on
stockpages, a nice clean lot ............................. Est. $300/400

Russia
1567 H

1937 to 1967 Mint Collection
Web $2,500
In Scott specialized album, mostly l.h. with occasional n.h.,
appears complete with all Airmails and better sets present,
v.g.-fine. Scott $10,000+ ........................ Est. $3,000/3,500

1568 Hm

Russia and Republics Collection
Web $1,000
In Scott Specialty album, mostly used, Russia almost
complete to 1963 incl. some souvenir sheets and
Back-of-Book, with good Offices in China and Turkey,
strong Armenia, Batum, Far East Republic, German
Occupations, Mongolia, Siberia, Tannu Tuva, Ukraine,
etc., also DDR almost complete to 1958, generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1569 H

Zemstvos Collection
Web $1,000
O.g., about 500 on stockpages, few used, minor dupl., typical
condition ................................................. Est. $1,500/2,000
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Lot
1570

Description
H

HH

Start Bid

Better Mint Selection
Web
$600
N.h. to o.g., consists of #559-568, 102a, 103b, 458-467, C26-29,
C23a, and C68, fresh, fine to very fine ............... Est. $800/1,000

1571 Hm

Russia and Area Accumulation
$350
Hundreds, mainly pre-1940 on stockpages incl. used #223
and C1 blocks of 4, C20-C25, C37-9 ............. Est. $500/600

1572 Hm

1883 to 1998 Collection
$200
O.g., on handmade pages, mostly used to 1980, then almost
all mint (in mounts, may be n.h.), Back-of-Book incl. modest
Offices, generally fine to very fine ................... Est. $300/400

1573

H

H

Soviet Union 1958 to 1991
$200
In 3 Lighthouse albums, virtually all n.h., 2 in hingeless
albums, fine to very fine .................................. Est. $300/400

1574 H

Mint Dealer’s Stock
$180
O.g., on sales pages between #903 and 1693. Scott $1,200+
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $200/250

1575 m

Used Collection
$120
To 1960’s in stockbook, incl. Airmails and some Ukraine,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $200/250

1576 Hm

Remainder Collection
$60
On handmade pages in 2 albums, first volume up to 1949 mostly
cto with some mint, best noted was #636-39 o.g., second volume
souvenir sheets mostly cto, fine to very fine ............ Est. $100/150

1577

H

1578

)

Saudi Arabia “Hejaz” Cover
Group of 3
Web
$120
3 covers to Mecca franked with block of 1/8pi (#L9), ½pi
single (L11) and 1p single (L28), covers are roughly opened
at the sides, fine overall ................................... Est. $200/300

1579

H

Slovenia Massive Modern
Accumulation
$250
Mostly mint modern issues ranging from 1991 to 2001 with
much topical appeal on collector made pages in 10 binders,
incl. n.h. sets and singles, blocks, souvenir sheets, sheetlets,
postal stationery, covers and cards etc., much collateral
material, some Yugoslavia and other countries, fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $500/750

HH

Hr

1580 H

San Marino Mint Collection
1877 to 1975
Web $2,500
Seldom seen virtually complete collection o.g. to n.h. with
only one used stamp incl. better items #1-20, 22 used, 23-24,
25-28, 40-76, 115-33, 134-38, 143-50, 151-54, etc. plus
Airmails and Postage Dues complete except for 4 cheap
stamps (J33-36), and nice run of Parcel Post issues, a
beautiful clean collection rarely offered intact, please inspect,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $3,500/4,000

Somalia Extensive Mint Collection
Web $3,000
Mostly o.g., few hundred mostly complete sets, starting
#1-7, 8-9 (Terrachini cert), additional #9 used on piece,
also 61-66, 67a-69a n.h., 138-155, 138A-154A mint or used
(153A Garanzia cert), Airs, Dues mint with J1-11 (J9
Orlandini cert, J10 signed, J11 signed A Diena), J12-22,
J12a-21a (J21a signed A. Diena, etc.), Q1-41 complete,
Q42-50, Q43A mint (not verified), occasional gum toning,
nicest grouping of Somalia we have offered, fresh
throughout, mostly fine to very fine, originally in a collection
format, put into sales cards for eventual retail but subsequently
given for the auction .................................... Est. $4,000/5,000
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Lot

Description

Spain & Colonies Mint Select Sets
Web
$500
N.h. to o.g., mostly Spain incl. better Semis and Airs incl.
B109-123 n.h., also 2 Andorra sets and single, clean, fine to
very fine ...................................................... Est. $800/1,000

1592 H

Turkey Small Mint Lot
Web
$250
Consists of 7 imperf singles or pairs of the Republic, 1967
better booklets (#1755a-b, etc.), #RA1-121, and couple
SG listed, clean lot ......................................... Est. $350/450

1593 H

Vatican Collection 1929 to 1998
$500
Virtually complete mint collection in an immaculate
Lighthouse hingeless album, incl. #35-40, all souvenir
sheets, a few booklets and Roman States, fine to very fine or
better. Scott $5,800+ (Owner’s) ................... Est. $700/900

H

Vatican City 1929 to 1976
$300
All mint collection in mounts in a Minkus album, nearly
complete for the period, post-WWII issues n.h. incl. good
Airmails, fresh and attractive, generally fine to very fine.
Scott $3,000 (Owner’s) .................................. Est. $400/600

1581

H

1582

)

Spanish Civil War Covers
$200
90, most with censor markings, some to Foreign
destinations, mixed condition ........................ Est. $350/450

1583

H

Spain Mint and Used Collection
$200
In 2 Minkus albums, scattered mixed mint and used to about
1964, then nearly complete o.g. to 1976 and n.h. to 2004,
Airmails and Semi-postals with similar coverage, also modest
Colonies, generally fine to very fine ................ Est. $300/400

HH

HHm

1584 Hm

1585
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Sweden Two Volume Collection
1872 to 1977
$200
Mint and used collection in two albums, mostly used
through 1960 then mint thereafter with n.h. from 1970 on,
some varieties, booklet pairs and panes incl. UPU used
#218-25 and 227, worthwhile collection, generally fine to
very fine. Scott $2,800+ (Owner’s) ............... Est. $300/500

)

Sweden Cover Accumulation
$130
Few hundred, eclectic mix, majority postal cards, but incl.
covers back to 1890’s, condition varies ........... Est. $200/300

1586 H

Switzerland Mint Collection
$400
All mint fairly complete collection incl. Semi-postals through
Back-of-Book in a Lighthouse hingeless album, incl.
souvenir sheets #B105 n.h., B206 etc., also C1-2, C3-12,
C13-15, 1Ø1-8, 6Ø1-8, 7Ø1-19 etc., clean and worth
inspection, generally fine to very fine. Scott $5,400+
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $500/750

1594

HH

1595 H

Vatican Holding
$200
Mostly mint group incl. a general collection, also four
stockbooks and a folder with runs of sets, singles and
souvenir sheets, better items throughout, review
recommended ............................................... Est. $300/400

1596 H

Venezuela 1951 Coat of Arms Issues
Complete, #464/631, C336-553
$450
O.g., o.g., Regular and Air issues in album, few extra items
in back. Scott $3,536 ...................................... Est. $700/900

H

Yugoslavia and Area Collection
$500
Nice clean collection in Minkus album o.g. to n.h. pretty solid
from 1918 to 1971, along with Slovenia, Istria, Trieste Zone B,
Croatia, Serbia and Montenegro, please inspect closely as there
are many better items here, fine to very fine....... Est. $750/1,000

1597

HH

1598 Hm
1587 Hm

Switzerland Back-of-Book
$250
Mint and used collection ranging from 1913 to 1983 in a
Lighthouse hingeless album, features nice showing of
Semi-postals as well as Airmail, Postage Due, Officials and
misc. Back-of-Book, also various souvenir sheets incl. 1953
booklet sheet of 24 #B229a, fine to very fine. Scott $3,000+
(Owner’s) ...................................................... Est. $300/400

1588 Hm

Switzerland Mint and Used Collection Web
$200
In 2 Minkus albums, scattered mixed mint and used to about
1965, then nearly complete o.g. to 1976 and n.h. to 2004,
incl. some booklets, also Back-of-Book to 2004 incl.
#B10-B52 o.g., generally fine to very fine ...... Est. $300/400

1589 Hm

Thailand Accumulation
$150
19th & 20th Century mint and used accumulation on album
and stockpages, worth inspection ................... Est. $250/350

1590 Hm

Turkey-Anatolia Accumulation
$1,000
One stockbook of mint and used with varieties annotated,
one binder of mint and one binder of used with dupl., few
certs for forgeries, rarely seen, needs inspection, much fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

1591 Hm

Turkey Mint and Used Accumulation
$500
One mostly mint collection on album pages to 1952 with
some Colonies and Offices incl. Foreign Offices in Turkey,
one mint collection in stockbook to 1950, one binder of mint
and used on stockpages concentrated on 1920’s with dupl.,
much fine to very fine .................................. Est. $750/1,000

Start Bid

1599

H

H

Yugoslavia and Area
$500
Mint and used parallel collections in two stockbooks incl.
Serbia 1866-1915, Montenegro 1874-1913, early Yugoslavia
(issues for Bosnia, Croatia-Slovenia and Slovenia 1918-20)
Croatia 1941-45 and Slovakia 1938-45, valuable lot, generally
fine to very fine. Scott $7,500 (Owner’s) .......... Est. $600/800
Yugoslavia Occupation of Slovenia
Mint Collection
Web
$130
N.h., 1945 to 1947 group of 48 singles or pairs incl. Postage
Dues and administration of “Litorale Sloveno”, incl. Sassone
#6A (cat. €750), etc., all in complete sets, overall very fine
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

Foreign Collections
1600

H

HH

1601 Hm

Valuable Mint 20th Century
Better Stock
Web $16,000
Mostly n.h. to o.g., occasional used, priced and identified,
few hundred plus sets and singles, mostly cat. $100+, incl.
better Israel with tabs, Italy, Saudi Arabia with #115 block
of 4, Italian Colonies, Mexico, Trieste, Greenland Polar
Bears, Austria, France, Germany, all arranged in alpha
order, RETAIL $65,000, very clean, excellent stock ready
for immediate resale. Scott $89,000+ .. Est. $18,000/20,000
3 Volume Collection to 1936
Web $10,000
Many thousands of mixed mint and used in well filled Gibbons
Ideal albums, many in mounts, noted better items incl. U.S. #1,
Russia 1 and 2 used, all with certs., France #C15 used, etc.,
definitely worth a close review .................. Est. $15,000/20,000
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1602

H

HH

Select Better Souvenir Sheets
Web $3,250
12 better n.h. to o.g. with Wipa sheet n.h. with folder, Renner
sheets, Pexip sheets (2), Ostropa sheet, B58 sheet n.h. (no cert),
Vaduz sheet with cert n.h. and hinged sheet, very clean group,
overall very fine. 2018 Scott $18,600 ............ Est. $4,000/4,500

1603

H

HH

Balance of Better Select Sets
Web $3,000
N.h. to o.g. with Vatican #35-40 n.h. (signed), San Marino,
Switzerland with Naba sheets (2) n.h., Cameroun,
Liechtenstein with 86-89, 94-107, 115a, 131 n.h., Monaco,
Angola, Macau, Japan with #152-154, Belgium, Turkey
RA170-180 n.h., Mexico #310-320 blocks of 4, etc., clean,
fine to very fine ......................................... Est. $4,000/4,500

1604 m

Accumulation of Collections
$1,500
Mostly Eastern Europe and Scandinavia, mostly used 20th
Century in 13 albums and about 20 mini-collections, larger
showings incl. Hungary, Romania, Russia, Turkey,
generally fine to very fine .......................... Est. $2,500/3,000

1605 m

Latin America Collections Accumulation
$1,200
Mostly Central and South America, bit of Caribbean, mostly
used in 8 albums, plus about 20 mini-collections, larger
showings incl. Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica incl.
#7-15 (15 o.g. with 2016 A.P.E.X. cert.), Cuba, Guatemala
and Haiti, generally fine to very fine ......... Est. $2,000/2,500

1606 Hm

1607

1608

H

H

H

H

Western Europe Collection
Accumulation
$1,200
In 6 albums and 10 binders or stockbooks and about 12
mini-country collections, larger showings incl. Austria,
France, Italy, Netherlands, Spain and Switzerland,
Germany separate lot, mostly used 20th Century, but some
classics and quite a few mint for France, Spain and
Switzerland, generally fine to very fine ..... Est. $2,000/2,500
Mid 20th Century Better Balance
$1,000
Almost all n.h., mostly Europe, noted Austria #B106-9
(x3), B112-17, C54-60, Belgium B144-50, B513a, France
C29-32, also incl. some used classic U.S., generally fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $1,500/2,000

Lot
1611

1610

H

HHm

Liechtenstein and Luxembourg
Collection
$400
Mint and used collections in a single Scott Specialty album,
Liechtenstein incl. used #1-3, 80, 157-9, C1-6, mint 54//69,
82-9, 94-107, 108, 114, 151 n.h., 171 n.h., 238 n.h., 287-88
n.h., B1-10, C7, C9-14, Luxembourg used incl., 1-3, 5, 7-8,
12, 26-7, 92, C16-20, nice run of mint semi-postals featuring
1935 Intellectuals set complete l.h., clean and worth
inspection, generally fine to very fine .............. Est. $600/800

H

HHm

Start Bid

Country Collections, Mint and Used
$375
Several albums and binders containing collections such as
Austria, Italy, comprehensive Belgium & Colonies, Finland,
Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Netherlands & Colonies,
Switzerland, generally runs from 19th Century to modern,
some light dupl. but a useful group, generally fine to very
fine. Scott $14,500+ (Owner’s) .................... Est. $600/750
Asia Accumulation
$375
In banker box, incl. Ryukyu and Independent Asia collections in
albums, strength in mint Japan on #102 cards, also Iran, mostly
used Japan and Thailand in 3 ring binders, Manchukuo, etc.,
mostly 20th Century, fine to very fine overall ......... Est. $500/750

1613 H

Central America Collection
$300
Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama,
and Salvador to about 1940’s in Scott album with mostly mint
o.g. with better singles and complete sets throughout, please
look carefully to appreciate this nice clean collection,
substantial cat. value, fine to very fine ............. Est. $500/750

1614 m

Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg,
and Colonies
Web
$300
Used in Scott album to 1960’s, classics mostly complete, Belgium
reasonably complete Semis, some back of the book, also Congo,
etc., Luxembourg 1882 on reasonably full, Netherlands with
#1-6 and mostly complete after that, back of the book, also
Curacao, Surinam, somewhat filled, 19th Century mixed
condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very fine .... Est. $400/600

1615 Hm

Foreign With U.S. Balance
$250
Stockbook with dupl. range of National Parks & Farley
issues incl. position pairs/blocks, #906 plate blocks and part
sheet, binder containing mint n.h. Trieste AMG incl. some
better, nice group of Poland General Government,
Bohemia-Moravia, plus other German Occupation areas,
and a useful collection of Netherlands & Colonies, please
inspect this rather diverse group of materials .. Est. $400/600

1616 H

Europe and Colonies Accumulation
$200
Mostly mint 20th Century on black stockcards and in
glassines, incl. sets, singles and some earlier used, features
sections of France, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Benelux,
Scandinavia, some Eastern Europe etc., much with topical
appeal, generally fine to very fine .................... Est. $300/400

H

Mostly European 20th Century Group
$200
Mix of o.g and n.h., Belgium mostly Semi-postal sets (one
used), Denmark incl. Airmails, few Algeria and one Spain
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

Scandinavia Mint Select Sets
Web $1,000
Mostly n.h., 1920’s-1950’s, incl. better Greenland with
“Bears” and #19-27 o.g., Sweden UPU, Iceland #176-187
n.h., etc., clean, fine to very fine ................ Est. $1,500/1,800
Latin America Five Volumes
$600
19th & 20th Century mint and used collections in five Scott
Specialty albums, incl. singles, sets, souvenir sheets and full
sheets from Bolivia, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Paraguay, Peru and Salvador, also a bit of French Guiana,
Inini, Netherlands Antilles and Surinam, worthwhile group,
review recommended, generally fine to very fine
.................................................................... Est. $750/1,000

Description

1612 Hm

1617
1609 Hm
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1618 Hm

Small Dealer’s Stock
$180
Used Germany in 3 red boxes, used Switzerland in small red
box, also misc. mint new issues, clean ............. Est. $300/400

1619 Hm

Latvia and Lithuania Accumulation
$150
Many hundreds mint and used on stockpages, minor dupl.,
Latvia with a few modern period, otherwise all 1920’s-30’s
period, intact, fine to very fine ........................ Est. $250/350

1620

H

HH

Cuba, Haiti and Dominican Republic
$150
N.h. to o.g. in Minkus album with Cuba from 1855 to 1960
with some used in the early period, then mostly mint o.g. to
n.h. incl. #22-26, 156-75, 264-73, etc., with most of the
complete sets (incl. Airmails and souvenir sheets) from the
period, plus some useful Dominican Republic and Haiti to
1950’s, fine to very fine ................................... Est. $250/350
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1621 m

Scandinavia Small Accumulation
$150
Few hundred on sales cards, majority classic used issues with
some modern Iceland, incl. better Denmark, Sweden,
Iceland and a few Norway incl. used #1, fine or better
....................................................................... Est. $200/250

1622 Hm

Balance Lot With Ethiopia, Liberia, etc.
$100
Useful group of Ethiopia with nice range of early issues incl.
#101-07, Liberia with issues to 1938, plus Central
Lithuania 1920-21 issues and Yemen 7-23 & 24-29 imperf
blocks. ........................................................... Est. $150/200

Lot

Description

1627 Hm

Mint and Used on #102 Cards
$1,500
All identified and priced (old), thousands of cards in 8½ red
boxes, sets and singles, incl. Middle East, Latin America,
Austria and Benelux, Scandinavia, Switzerland, Turkey,
Portugal & Colonies, France & Colonies, Spain, Greece,
Italy, Germany, Commonwealth, some classics mostly used,
nothing beyond 1960’s, retail mostly $2-$20 plus range, 19th
Century mixed condition, 20th Century mostly fine to very
fine .......................................................... Est. $2,000/2,500

1628

H

HHm

Worldwide Collections
1623 Hm

1624

H

HHm

1625 Hm

1626

H

HHm

Large Mint and Used Collection
$11,000
On hand made pages in approx. 120 binders in 21 bankers
boxes, mixed mint and used with later mint in mounts
possibly n.h., noted end dates for countries from mid 1980’s
to early 2000’s, incl. both earlier singles and later complete
sets, good value in earlier British Commonwealth, multiple
volumes of G.B. and some European countries, noted
Vatican #35-40 o.g., no China, Russia, Japan or U.S.
(separate lots), 19th Century typical condition, 20th Century
generally f.-v.f. ..................................... Est. $15,000/20,000
Valuable Mostly Mint Dealer’s Stock Web $9,000
Very useful lot of mostly 20th Century mint materials, many
n.h. items with values from $50 to $1000++ from virtually
all areas incl. British, Europe, Asia, Scandinavia, Middle
East etc. with excellent quality throughout, almost all in
complete sets with numerous key items, and when early
classics are present they are also in very good condition (we
don’t see any faulty classics here), a nice clean lot for retail sale
with substantial cat. value, please inspect, mostly fine to very
fine ...................................................... Est. $12,000/15,000
Balance of Four Seasons Better Stock
$8,000
Mint and used on style 6 retail pages in 69 small binders mint
and used (no U.S.), about ½ Commonwealth, incl. 2 binders
each of Australia, Australian States, Netherlands, 3 of
Ireland, Canada, and G.B., 2 of Portugal & Colonies, 2 of
Belgium, 2 of Austria, several Ireland, mostly sorted by
country, area incl. B.C., Asia, Scandinavia, few binders
unsorted and unpriced, some on old Ameen retail pages
(French Colonies related), all cat. priced (many years ago mostly higher now), needs to be repriced, few questionable,
retail range mostly $10-$100 range but spotted to $300++,
usual condition on early period, later clean, very high retail
potential, nothing removed ..................... Est. $10,000/15,000
Better Items Group
Web $1,500
Binder containing nice group of better items from many
areas (all mint); Belgium semi-postals group incl. #B143,
B521-22 both n.h., Burma 1N13 (cert), Cuba 239a, France
C23-27 (x2, one n.h.), Germany 351-62 (n.h. signed), 685
n.h., DDR 82-84 n.h., Greenland 10-18, Iceland 143, C4-8
(x2), India 18, Mexico 828 n.h., Swiss B105 n.h., Turkey
634-47, RA179-80 (n.h.) and many others with very high
total retail value, some reprints, Revenue cancellations and
misidentified items are not figured in our estimate, fine to
very fine ................................................... Est. $2,500/3,500

Start Bid

Large Accumulation
$1,200
Mint and used in 8 bankers boxes, mostly in albums or
stockbooks, noted larger groups of France & Colonies,
Japan, Middle East, Azerbaijan incl. new issues, also
Greece, Switzerland and much more, not a lot of
Commonwealth, condition varies in some Est. $2,000/2,500

1629 Hm

Collector’s Stock
$800
5 bankers boxes sorted in stockbooks with dupl., incl. one
volume with some better Switzerland, Germany, Italy etc., 2
volumes of France and 4 volumes of Germany, incl. some
classics, one additional box of less sorted material, condition
varies ....................................................... Est. $1,250/1,750

1630 m

Large Accumulation
$750
Many thousands on stockpages in 25 3-ring binders and 1
stockbook, mostly used 20th Century with some dupl., larger
showings incl. France with some classics, Latin America incl.
Mexico, Portugal, Russia and Spain, usual condition
................................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

1631 m

Large Accumulation
$750
In 9 bankers boxes, mostly used, mostly in glassines with
identification, 1½ boxes on stockpages, few approval books,
noted up to mid 1980’s with sprinkling of newer, scattering
of sales cards with 1994-95 pricing incl. some mint, quick
check showed current individual cat. to $20+, usual
condition ................................................. Est. $1,200/1,500

1632

H

HH

Foreign Country Group of Mint
$650
20th Century o.g. to n.h. on #102 cards consisting of Japan
cat. $1375, Ireland cat. $1856, Iran cat. $1813, Fiume cat.
$1465, Italy #46-48 cat. $2025, and Labuan cat. $1753, on
stockpages Germany cat. $2075, Poland cat. $1219, except
Italy all fine to very fine. Scott $13,600 (Owner’s)
................................................................. Est. $1,000/1,400

1633 Hm

2 Volume Collection
$500
Mint and used in brown International albums to 1920, better
than average effort, no China pages, bindings detached,
condition varies .......................................... Est. $800/1,000

1634 H

Seals and Labels Collection
Web
$500
About 3250 pre-1930’s in 2 stockbooks, great variety, a
wonderful collection, fine to very fine .......... Est. $800/1,000

1635 Hm

Six Volume Collection
$400
Mint and used collection on quad pages in six Rapkin
albums with nice sections of China, Egypt, Italy, Japan and
Greece incl. mint #574-81, 1956-57 Royal Family sets,
C74-80 etc., also Latin America, various Colonies incl.
British, French, Portuguese and Spanish throughout, plus
later mint n.h. in mounts, noted Hong Kong 203-17 and
QEII to $20, fun oldtime collection, worth inspection,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $600/800
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1637 Hm

1638 Hm

1639

H

HHm
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Modern Souvenir Sheet Collection
$400
N.h., mostly 1960’s-80’s period but some later to 2000’s with
most identified on stockpages, mostly non-Commonwealth,
also incl. Monaco 1951 Red Cross #291a imperf and perf,
Macau #482a, China #1433, 1904, clean, fine to very fine.
Scott $4,550 (Owner’s) ................................... Est. $600/700
Collection in Scott Internationals
$350
Many thousands of mint and used in 2 volumes running
from classics to about 1960, the best items have been
removed and a few missing pages, but still has value,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $600/800

Asia Mint and Used Accumulation
$300
Banker box filled with Hong Kong, Singapore, Vietnam
(incl. quantities of Viet Minh materials), Japan, Thailand,
Korea (small presentation book), China plus stock of n.h.
Ryukyu and stockbook of North Borneo, interesting group
of materials, generally fine to very fine ............ Est. $500/600
Modern Mint Accumulation
$300
1940’s to 1990’s incl. British Solomon Is. #67-79 n.h.,
Hong Kong 165A-66A n.h., Singapore 1-18 n.h., Tonga 50
n.h., Denmark 1981-84 year sets, much more Est. $450/600

1641 Hm

Mint, Used Sets and Singles
Web
$300
On stockpages, all over the place, incl. Germany incl. modern
souvenir sheets, long sets priced, Latin America, some classics used,
early Sweden mint, decent range of Commonwealth, Latvia,
Liechtenstein with better Airs, 19th Century mixed condition, 20th
Century mostly fine to very fine, inspect ................. Est. $400/600

1643 H)

1644 Hm

1645 Hm

Lot

Description

1646 m

Collection in Old Ka-Be Album
Web
$250
Thousands of mostly used, classics to 1936, note some mint
early Malta, mostly fine or better .................... Est. $400/600

1647

H

1648

H

Stockbook Group
$300
19th & 20th Century mint and used featuring A-Z countries
laid out alphabetically on large manila stockpages in 12
binders, strength in early issues throughout, especially British
with Penny Black, Europe and Asia, some China, inspection
will prove rewarding, condition varies .............. Est. $400/500
3 Box Estate Balance
$300
Assortment of 19th & 20th Century postal cards and
stationery, U.S. plate block collection with material from
1920s-40s, mint postage, misc. singles on pages and loose
incl. Revenues, modern large size FDC’s, U.N. collection in
an album and three sheet files, Vatican collection, various
Foreign material incl. covers and more, all in three boxes,
plenty to work with ......................................... Est. $400/500
Early Collection
$300
Mint and used collection in a Scott International album
featuring 19th through early 20th Century material, nice
sections of China, Japan and various Europe, also six spiral
notebooks with additional material and an old Beaver loose
leaf notebook with Canada cancel collection, interesting
oldtime group, worth inspection .................... Est. $400/500
Scott International Volume I
$250
Thousands mint and used in a thick album with some better
areas noted such as China, France, Japan, Italian
areas/Colonies, Spain, etc., should be looked at closely as there
are interesting items here. .................................. Est. $400/600

Start Bid

H

1960’s to 1970’s Europe
and G.B. Accumulation
$250
N.h., in stockbooks and glassines, incl. Belgium,
Switzerland, Germany, Austria and Liechtenstein, many
dupl. 5 to 10, also bit of U.S. and U.N., generally fine to very
fine ................................................................ Est. $400/500

HHm

Worldwide Collections Group
$250
Group of smaller collections mostly purchased from Earl
Apfelbaum auction house with 19th & 20th Century mint
and used incl. Austria, Belgian Congo, Bolivia, Bosnia &
Herzegovina, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Finland,
Malaysia, Mexico, Nauru, Nepal, Netherlands, and
Panama, useful material throughout incl. n.h., well worth
inspection ...................................................... Est. $400/600

Oldtime Collection
$350
Oldtime collection on Thorp & Martin album pages in 19
binders, features British, Europe, Latin America, nice
collection of Canada and Germany with souvenir sheets, a
smattering of covers throughout .................... Est. $500/750

1640 H

1642 Hm
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1649 Hm

1901 to 1926 Mint and Used
Collection
$220
In 2 brown International albums, light on Commonwealth,
some mint partially stuck, otherwise fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $350/450

1650 Hm

2 Box Accumulation
$220
Hodgepodge of material, noted one stockbook with older
Worldwide, Netherlands album, binder of Commonwealth
pages, small box of Tonga and Bhutan etc., condition varies
....................................................................... Est. $350/500

1651 Hm

Mostly Used Blue International Album
$200
Thousands to 1937, mostly used and reasonably full, most
countries represented particularly Foreign area, fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1652 Hm

Mint and Used “International” Album
$200
Somewhat filled mint or used (some in mounts) to 1940,
most countries represented, occasional classics, fine overall
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1653 H)

U.S. Postage and Foreign Group
$200
U.S. with mostly 20¢-29¢ postage with $380 face value and
group of FDC’s and various commemorative covers in 3
albums, plus group of space related n.h. stamps (cat. $200),
n.h. collection of U.S. Trust Territories and Isle of Man (cat.
$450), album with Worldwide airplane collection and some
U.S. precancels ............................................. Est. $300/400

1654

H

HHm

4 Box Mint and Used Accumulation
$200
3 boxes of albums and binders and 1 box of disorganized in
envelopes etc., albums incl. Greece, Netherlands, Spain and
Switzerland, much fine to very fine ................. Est. $300/400

1655 Hm

Worldwide Estate Balance
$200
19th & 20th Century mint and used singles, sets and
booklets incl. some China in cigar boxes, envelopes and bags,
basically unchecked in two cartons, anything could be here
....................................................................... Est. $300/400

1656 H

Three World Volumes and Topicals
$200
Mostly 20th Century mint sets and singles in a blue Scott
International and two Dansco volumes, also hundreds of
topical souvenir sheets incl. Disney, Princess Diana,
cartoons, also some covers, British and mint Foreign new
issues in original packaging, worth inspection Est. $300/400
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1657

Description
H

Start Bid

Worldwide Souvenir Sheet
Accumulation
$200
Virtually all n.h. accumulation of a few hundred souvenir
sheets, mostly Commonwealth incl. New Zealand Health
sheets, some Latin America and Europe, also China #B9a
n.h. noted, much topical appeal and cat. value Est. $300/400

H

1658 H)

1659 Hm

Zeppelin Covers, Cards and Stamps
$200
Interesting assortment of hundreds of various covers,
postcards and souvenir sheets commemorating air ships, incl.
some ephemera, photos and a selection of Zeppelins on
stamps, great lot for the specialist ................... Est. $250/350
Small Collection
Web
$180
Formed in South Africa, in 3 old small albums, more Africa
than normal, noted Rhodesia “Doubleheads”, early Japan,
condition very mixed ...................................... Est. $300/400

1660 m

5 Volume Collection
$150
Thousands of mostly used classics to 1960’s in Global
Supreme albums, Spain and Switzerland have the most
coverage, generally fine to very fine ................ Est. $250/375

1661 Hm

Canada and Europe Group
$150
Six loose leaf collections on Minkus pages, best is Canada
used 1859 to 1950’s with large and small Queens, Admirals,
1920s-40s sets to $1 etc., also some Newfoundland and
Iceland, other collections mostly mint 1940s-70s incl. Italy,
San Marino, Monaco (2 volumes), Switzerland
1850s-1970s with used earlies and mint semi-postals etc.,
varied group, worth inspection, fine ............... Est. $250/350

1662 Hm

Worldwide Collection
$150
19th & 20th Century mint and used in two blue Scott
International albums, a 1924 International Junior and a
Modern Postage album, misc. stock in glassines etc., incl.
some China .................................................... Est. $250/350

1663 B

H

H

Six Volume A to Z Collection
$100
19th & 20th Century mint and used general collection in six
Harris albums, value to be found in 19th Century issues
which incl. Penny Black, also some China, worth a look
....................................................................... Est. $250/350

1665 m

“Imperial Postage Stamp Album”
and “Supplement”
$100
Produced by Gibbons, 1st to 1892; supplement album
“1893-94", sparse and mostly used, no rhyme or reason to the
items placement, binding wear, pages in reasonable shape
....................................................................... Est. $200/300

1666 Hm

Worldwide Estate Balance
$100
19th & 20th Century conglomeration of material in two large
cartons with thousands in albums, envelopes, boxes and
bags, remainders from a better collection, noted are Asia,
Europe, U.S., British etc., also some interesting covers and
cards throughout, anything could be here ....... Est. $200/300

H

H

Lot
1668

Description
H

HHm

Antarctic Territories Collection
$100
Mostly n.h. in hingeless Lighthouse album, Australia to
1991, British sparse, and French mostly 1974 to 1997,
overall very fine .............................................. Est. $180/220

Start Bid

Collectors Backup Stock
$100
Mint and used in stockbooks and glassines, sorted by
country, generally not identified, but noted good run of
identified Swiss n.h. new issues ...................... Est. $150/200

1669 H

Christmas Seals Collection
Web
$100
One volume U.S. to 1981 incl. #WX8, second volume
Foreign incl. India, Japan, Korea and Singapore, also some
Easter seals, generally fine to very fine ............ Est. $150/200

H

Modern Collections
$100
N.h., in 3 hingeless albums consisting of n.h. Nevis, Caicos,
and Azores & Madeira 1980 to 1990’s, clean ... Est. $150/200

1670

H

Worldwide Topical Collections
See Lot 1431
1671

H

HH

40 Volumes Amazing Seashells
Collection
$4,000
O.g., beautiful collection of thousands mostly n.h. in
Lindner hingeless albums with slipcases containing seashells
from every imaginable country/area but very strong in
French Colonies and British Commonwealth incl. U.S. &
Indian States, with singles, blocks, sheets, souvenir sheets,
booklets, etc. plus numerous imperfs (many in multiples incl.
full sheets), specimens, postal stationery, trial color proofs,
progressive proofs (incl. 8 very large uncut sheets), artist
signed stamps, artist drawing, with many better items
throughout (Spain #513 perf & imperf, Fr. Polynesia 241a
booklet, New Hebrides 241a with cert., 2005 UAE Pearl
mini-sheet, etc.) plus an additional 4 albums of non-shells
topicals incl., truly an amazing collection put together over
many years and virtually impossible to duplicate, please take
a close look., fine to very fine ..................... Est. $6,000/8,000

1672 H

Massive Topical Related Accumulation
$600
O.g., large holding in 19 stockbooks of mostly mint singles,
sets, souvenir sheets from a variety of countries, incl.
Germany, Europe, some British and China, offered as
received, better items to be found throughout, dupl., careful
review recommended, condition varies ....... Est. $750/1,000

1673 Hm

Stockbook Group
$500
Mostly 20th Century mint and used accumulation in 17 large
and 14 small stockbooks in three large boxes, incl. singles,
sets, souvenir sheets from all world regions, some China,
dupl., inspection recommended .................. Est. $750/1,000

1960’s Booklets
$120
N.h., G.B. Wildings and Machins, France Red Cross 1957
to 1969 (no 1968), and few Belgium and Germany, dupl. up
to about 20, generally fine to very fine ............. Est. $200/250

1664 Hm

1667

August 4, 2019

Fourth Session

1674

H

H

1675 H

Olympics and Sports Mint
$300
Attractive collection of 1950’s-60’s n.h. sets and souvenir
sheets incl. imperfs and some covers, excellent coverage of
1960-68 Olympic games and sports issues in mounts on
homemade pages in six binders, also separate bound
presentation book prepared by the International Olympic
Committee for 1960 Rome Olympics containing stamps and
special event covers, high cat. value, very fine . Est. $400/500
Collections in Seven Volumes
$300
Group of collections incl. World Refugee Year in two Minkus
albums and an extra binder with China #B4-16, Lebanon and
Syria 1926 Airs and Air semi-postals, Switzerland 1950
Officials 6Ø1-8 etc., also 1962 Anti-Malaria in a White Ace
album, 1964 JFK in a Minkus album and three volumes
Lincoln and other statesmen, all volumes well filled with n.h.
sets and souvenir sheets incl. imperfs, high cat. value, generally
very fine throughout ........................................ Est. $400/500

August 4, 2019
Lot
1676

Description
H

HH

1677 Hm

Fourth Session
Start Bid

Mostly Mint Cornucopia
$250
With much n.h. incl. sets, singles, large assortment of
booklets etc. from a variety of countries, a little bit of
everything incl. British covers, most with topical appeal
....................................................................... Est. $400/500
Music on Stamps Collection
$200
Mint and used collection/accumulation in two large
stockbooks, a homemade album and a cover binder,
stockbooks feature a nice assortment of sets and singles incl.
Germany Wagner, homemade album contains various issues
on hand drawn musical staffs, also a group of music related
covers, n.h. throughout, inspection recommended, generally
fine to very fine ............................................... Est. $300/400

1678 H

Investment Group
$120
Group of Alan Shawn Feinstein investment lots from the
1990s, features various souvenir sheets with topical appeal
incl. sports with copy of Babe Ruth contract, also a selection
of Mystic lots incl. U.S. mostly n.h. definitive and
commemorative singles, forever stamps, some Farley issues
etc. ................................................................. Est. $250/350

1679 H)

Interesting Olympic Group
Web
$100
1932 Los Angeles Official Program booklet (x2) and set of
blocks on large FDC containing ticket information
reservation form, plus about 80 Worldwide Olympic covers,
1936 German Olympic sheet with various postmarks, plus
modern materials from the Seoul & Beijing Olympics,
mostly fine to very fine .................................... Est. $150/200
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Lot

Description

1685

)

Europe Postal Card and
Stationery Holding
$550
Oldtime 19th & 20th Century mint and used group of
hundreds incl. better Swiss, Romania, Belgium and some
Portugal Colonies, also France incl. Monaco, 1930s flight
covers etc., and Italy incl. 1950’s commemorative cards,
Trieste Zone A reply cards with high cat. value and other
interesting items, well worth inspection, generally fine to very
fine ............................................................. Est. $750/1,000

1686

)

Small Latin America Better Group Web
$400
7 classic covers incl. Cuba 1888 bisect to New York, 1864
Chile stampless to France, etc., overall good condition, all
covers scanned on site ........................................ Est. $450/550

1687

)

Stamp Dealer’s Accumulation
$350
Few hundred loose and in binders in banker box, no U.S.,
virtually all commercial, with classic France incl. few mint
early Colonies stationery, scattered G.B. and
Commonwealth, nothing recent, few stampless, Swiss with
flights, censored, few early Jamaica Judicial documents,
Canada early with group of stampless, Russia, 11 1935
Jubilee covers, etc., fine overall ....................... Est. $500/750

1688

)

Zeppelin “LZ-129" Hindenburg
Intact Collection
Web
$350
Group of 26 diff., mostly German or U.S. frankings, mostly
clean overall, inspect, fine to very fine ............. Est. $500/700

1689

)

Diverse Group
Web
$325
Very roughly 200, incl. U.S., Commonwealth, Germany,
Japan, Samoa, etc., noted few stampless and registered,
somewhat sorted, better than usual group, generally fine to
very fine ......................................................... Est. $500/750

1690

)

Better Group of 15
$325
Incl. 1930 Brazil Zeppelin flight, 1886 Mexico bursting test
specimen, 1958 Grahamland to Falklands, group of 5
postcards depicting early flight pioneers, etc., generally fine
to very fine ..................................................... Est. $450/550

1691

)

Balance of Estate
$300
Few hundred in ½ full box, mostly 20th Century mostly
commercial, mostly common but slightly better scattered
throughout, scattered stationery incl. Aerogramme usages,
Swiss flights, Germany with WWII Zones, inflation, etc.,
inspect, usual condition ................................. Est. $400/600

1692

)

Large Accumulation
$250
Thousands filling 3½ bankers boxes, mostly 1930’s to 1960’s
with some earlier stationery and scattered FDC’s, noted a few
China, usual condition ................................... Est. $400/600

1693

)

20th Century Accumulation
$250
3 bankers boxes of commercial, unsorted mix of mostly mid
Century Europe, Latin America, Canada, bit of Asia., mix of
sizes but more than half No. 6 or European size, some
postcards and scattered postal stationery incl. aerogrammes,
almost no U.S., also 1½ boxes of FDC’s with many
Switzerland, mostly fine or better ................... Est. $400/600

1694

)

Small Accumulation
$250
Approx. 350 incl. 1932 Scotland to Australia much
forwarded, 1874 G.B. to U.S. Colonel, much Germany
1920’s-30’s, Brussels hand painted postcard, few stampless,
bit of ephemera, generally fine to very fine ...... Est. $400/500

Worldwide Cover Collections
1680

)

Extensive Zeppelin Collector’s
Collection
Web $4,500
Approx. 125 purchased individually purchased over many
years, all identified by Sieger incl. Germany with Polar incl.
#119kb, Switzerland, Netherlands, Latin America, G.B.,
Austria, U.S. with #C18 flights, few Zeppelin related, very
clean collection, inspect carefully .............. Est. $6,000/8,000

1681

)

Zeppelin Intact Balance Collection Web $1,800
Around 120+ mostly diff., mostly German or Latin
America originations, but incl. Japan, Finland, etc., also
some additional photos or picture postcards, very clean
overall, inspect, overall very fine ............... Est. $2,500/3,500

1682

)

Foreign Group of 14 Better
Web $1,400
Mostly classic Europe incl. France, Netherlands, Italian
States, but also incl. Japan 1896 to Austria, Thailand flight,
etc., reasonable condition, all covers scanned on site
................................................................. Est. $1,500/1,700

1683

)

Zeppelin “LZ-127" Drop Mail
Intact Collection
Web $1,300
Group of 45 diff., mostly German or U.S. or combined
frankings, very clean overall, inspect ........ Est. $2,000/2,500

1684

)

Commonwealth Group of 14 Better Web $1,200
Incl. G.B. incl. inspection star cancel on stampless,
straightline “Peter/Head” ship letter, Canada with Welland
Rail Road strike, Cape Town 1887, etc., usual condition,
inspect, all covers scanned on site ................. Est. $1,300/1,600

Start Bid
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1695

1696

1697

1698

1699

Description
)

)

)

)

)
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Zeppelin “ZR-3" Intact Collection
Web
$250
Group of 17 of the USS Los Angeles (Hindenburg 1 & II),
also USS Akron mostly German but also Bermuda, etc.,
couple of mixed frankings, clean overall, fine to very fine
....................................................................... Est. $350/500

Lot

Description

Start Bid

1702

)

G.B. and U.S.-Germany Groups
$100
Over 100 Victoria and 40+ U.S.-Germany Seapost and
Paquebot, typical condition ............................ Est. $150/200

1703

)

4 Trans-Atlantic Stampless Covers
Web
$70
Three 1850’s U.S. to France, one 1860 G.B. to U.S.,
generally fine to very fine ................................ Est. $100/120

1704

)

FDC’s and Events
$60
Hundreds in 3 small binders, pages and loose, very minor
dupl., overall very fine .................................... Est. $100/150

DO-X, Catapult Small Group
Web
$200
9 diff., mostly German but incl. Netherlands, Brazil, nice
better selection ............................................... Est. $300/400

1705 L

Commercial Holding
$200
Large accumulation of hundreds, postcards and postal cards
from a variety of regions incl. Asia, Middle East,
Commonwealth and Europe collected over many years, incl.
registered, censored, meter mail, also Revenues on
documents and other goodies throughout, careful inspection
will prove rewarding ...................................... Est. $300/400

Literature: Nissen, C., The Plating of
the Penny Black PS of G.B., 1840
$200
1922 2 v. 122p + 40 linen backed plates, the plated separate
in 3-ring binder, usual wear from repeated usage, scarce,
Nissen published the finest scholarly studies .......... Est. $300/400

1706 L

Literature: Worldwide Accumulation
$100
In 2 bankers boxes, one G.B. and Commonwealth incl.
“Collecting British Squared Circle Postmarks” by Cohen,
Robson Lowe vol. 6, and other Colony studies, second U.S.
and Foreign incl. Guatemala 2 vol. by Goodman and some
Billigs, fine to very fine ................................... Est. $150/200

1707 L

Literature: South Africa Related
Literature and Handbooks
$50
2 banker boxes of literature and handbooks related to South
Africa (The Forerunner), Rhodesia Study Circle magazines,
Silver Jubilee Study Circle (The Flagstaff), plus Kessler
Aerogramme catalogs vol I-III ...................... Est. $100/150

Europe Postal History
$250
Few hundred mainly better from stampless at about 1945,
incl. Germany #B90 and B91 each on a single franked
registered cover, fine overall ........................... Est. $350/500

Balance Lot With Stamps
$150
U.S. and Foreign covers incl. U.S. 1932 Washington
Bicentennial plate blocks FDC’s, interesting early Bank
Notes and Columbian covers, plus Commonwealth 1935
Silver Jubilee stamps and covers (3) and 1937 Coronation
omnibus set with covers, there are also mint better Canadian
stamps, please take a close look ....................... Est. $250/350

1700

)

Zeppelin “LZ-130" Hindenburg
Intact Collection
Web
$120
Group of 9 diff., all German, very clean, inspect
....................................................................... Est. $180/220

1701

)

FDC Accumulation
$100
Mostly in 2 binders or in glassines, biggest groups are
Australia, Canada, and New Zealand with some better
1930’s of each, mostly fine to very fine ............ Est. $150/200

Bidding Increments
From

To

Increment

$10
$300
$700
$1,500
$3,000
$7,000
$15,000
$30,000
$70,000

$300
$700
$1,500
$3,000
$7,000
$15,000
$30,000
$70,000
& up

$10
$25
$50
$100
$250
$500
$1,000
$2,500
auctioneer's discretion

End of Sale - Thank You

We are now accepting consignments for the
January 2020 OrcoExpo auction.
"Web" indicates that image(s) will be found on our website,
www.harmershau.com.
The live auction will be conducted through "Redpoint".
Contact us for details.

